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VOLUME 20

MAGOON, NEW BIG MAN,

RASED

BANK OF

SIHFMNT.

Caused By Heavy Gold Shipments and
Relapse in American Exchange-Germa- ny
Conducts Bullion Movement For Russia.
LAST DAY OF BANKERS

CONGRESS IS LARGELY

ATTENDED

Resolution Finally Adopted For Bank Legislative Committee
of Fifteen Members to Work For Currency Bill.
Whitson Is Elected President.
London, Oct. 19. The Bank of
England raised Its discount rate to 6,
per cent this morning. The changes
in the discount rate of the bank on j
any day except Thursday have been
very few id'.ice November 7, 1890, just
before the Baring Bros, failure.
A relapse in American exchange-Indicating a renewal of demands for
of large,
gold, and the probaliilltj
withdrawals of the metal for Egypt,
seem to have contributed to the ac-- j
tion taken by the bank.
j

j

OH World Wants Gold.
The sum of $5."00,000 In gold leaving the bank toda yls believed to be
destined for Egypt, while financial!
circles anticipate very large purchas- es on behalf of the United States, ir- respective of whether the rate of ex-- j
change renders the transaction profitable or not. Reports are nlso current
that the Bank of Germany is conduct- ing a large bullion movement for Rus- sian account, while Argentina is in
the market as a purchaser of gold.
to
Consols for money declined
85
after the announcement of tne
increase of the bank rate.

j
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AGAIN WHICH IS

10 JOPLIN,

1,

$108,000

Ten Burned to Death in
ing House Fire-Ida- ho

Douglas. Arizona. Had the
Next Largest Vote.
field Getting But Two.

1

Gold-Earthquak-

e,

CHAS

lic.
C. E. Magoon

is one of those men
who have the happj faculty of making nothing but friends. Some men
will make enemies while doing favors;
another type of man can make a
friend and admirer of a man while refusing to do anything for him.
A man goes away from the office of
Taft cr Magoon and he waxes eloquent: "There is a big man ! There
is really a great man!
Isn't he the
grand man? Biggest thing in the government!" etc.
Ask him what the man in the office
did.

and

E.maOOON,

to any responsibility."
But. when the personal charm of
the Magoon personality is Subtracted
It appears that his chief, responsibility has been the drawing' of $27,000
per annum as the Poo Bah of Panama
and the handing out of insular affairs.
Of course, tho problem of applying the
constitution to the government of a
subject people was not so simple, and
the ingenuity with which that document has been revised to meet the
r.eeds of the Philippines and Porto
Rico made him a remarkable man.
For C. E. Magoon came to Washington shortly after the Spanish war.
He had been hnvlng a very hard time
in Lincoln to make a living and his
friend, Charles G. Dawes who had.
likewise suffered in Lincoln helped
with Meiklejohn and others to slip
Magoon into a corner of the new InHe was
sular affairs department.
tickled to pieces to receive the salary
of $4,500 a year which the position of
law. clerk paid, and the work seemed
so much too easy that he spent i.s
leisure moment framing up his text

GOVERNOR

OF CUBA.

"Prepare to go to Panama." Bald
the king to his subject. "Yog are
elected."
They do say that Magoon was more
than ordinarily popular in Panama,
and the following explanation is given
by a man who knew him there:
"He took the Job seriously. All the
riding about in carriages, saluting and
receiving salutes, he did with the
dignity of a funeral nnl the splendor
of a circus. He was so big the people looked upon him as a sort of personified Providence. He was a parade
all by himself. Which tickled . the
Central
Americana down to the
ground. In fact he was a great hit."
And yet on the White house steps
he ti !!s .he ho
that hn has beeu
your excellencled" so much that he
lt.ngs to hear somebody call him
"Charley." That is tact!
to
One thing which contributes
Charles E. Magoon's popularity and
availability as governor of a subject
people Is the fact that he Is a Roman
Catholic. Most of Uncle Sam's conquered nations are of that faith, and
they like to be governed by one ot
their own number.
Nobody has any doubt that Magoon
will govern the Cubans to everybody's
satisfaction. At the White house the
only worry is that he may prove so
satisfactory that the Cubans will elect
Mm perpetual governor and never let
him come back.

I
i
i

book.
But the balloon ascension did not
begin until T. Roosevelt got his eyes
on Magoon's chest. He took In the
build of his head, compared the Magoon back with that of the secretary
of war, finding it longer and brcader;
ho listened to the JiA2-v.ilaut,U and
t

then he succumbed.

INTERESTING

SOME
s

WALSH DECLINED TO BE
RAILWAY
DIRECTOR AT PRESENT
100
HURT
ACCIDENT

IN KUSSIAN

Denver, Oct. 19. The mining congress voted to hold its next meeting
at Joplln, Mo., the vote being: Jop-liC3; Douglas, Ariz., 22; Goldfield,

Birmingham, Ala., Oct. 19. Ten
men were burned to death and two
perhaps fatally injured by a fire
which destroyed Mrs. E. B. Watleys
Lo2rding house, 1131 Third avenue,
early this morning. Eight of the dead
wen1 street, car employes.
All the dead and Injured occupied
rooms in the second story. Mrs. Wat-lethe house was burglarized
and then set on fire, as twice burglars
!u.e been detected on the premises.

n,

Nev., 2.
Mills of Denver a Director.
W. R. F. Mills, Denver, was elected

today a director of the American Mining rongress to succeed J. Frank Watson of Portland, Ore., whose term expired. Thomas' D. Walsh declined
for personal reasons to become a
member of the board at present, but
IDAHO FEELS SHOCK
announced that probably next year he
OF AN EARTHQUAKE would consent to serve.
Moutpelier.Idauo, Oct. 19. A sharp
earthquake
shock, which occurred
yesterday at 8:20 o'clock p. m. waB CONVENTION OF BANK
MEN MEET IN ST. LOUIS
felt, over a wide area, points fifty
Mo., Oct. 19. The
miles norih in Idaho and fifty miles ond St. Louis.annual
of the
east in Wyoming reporting disturb- American Bankers' convention
association was
ances. No damage was done.
held here today. The attendance was
larger than at any previous convenBAD WRECK OCCURS
tion of the association. There was adON RUSSIAN RAILROAD dresses of welcome by Hon. David It.
St. ivteis'iiirg, Oct. 19. It is re- Francis.
President of
ported that loo persons were killed
congress; Hon. J. V. Folk, govcm
Oka,
or injured in an accident at
ernor of Missouri; Hon. Hollo Wells,
the Moscow-Kurs- k
railroad.
mayor of St. Ixuiis. and J. C. Van
Marconi, president of the National
GREATEST GRAND OPERA
Hank of Commerce of St. I.ouls. The
NEXT TO THE PARSIFAL Hon. Chas. Fowler read a paper on
Washington. D. C. Oct. 19. Puc- "Pending Financial Legislation," and
cini's Japanese opera "Madam Butter- John Knight, secretary of the Canafly," which has been the talk of two dian Hankers' association, spoke on
continents for the past year, had its "Our Currency as it Appears to a Cafirst American production last night nadian." On tomorrow u general disat the Columbia theutor under the cussion on practical banking quesi. rectum of Henry Savage, The trans- tions will take place and one of the
lation of this celebrated work to the features of the third day's session will
English speaking stage has awakened be an address by Mrs.
F. Church,
greater interest than any grand opera cashier of the bank Wm.
Joplin, Mo
of
Introduced to music lovtr'g with the ou "A Woman's Qualification as a
one exception "Parsifal." The audience Hank Ofhelal." An elaborate program
was one of the most distinguished and has been prepared by the reception
representative ever gathered for a committee for the entertainment
of
first, performance in Washington. Puc- ithe delegates
guests. I.ast even- and
cini's Inspiration for the score of ing a banquet wan given the general
"Madam Butterfly" was
found in officials and council at the St. Louis
John Lu' her Long's beautiful Japan- club.
story
ese
that was dramatized into a
one-ac- t
play by David Belasco and had
Chicago, Oct. 19. C'att le Receipts,
over l.otio performances. The opera 5.000;
weak;
beeves, $4 nnji 7.30;
is in three acts and Is the best exam- cows
an dheifers,
l..Vti 5.25; stock-- I
ple oi modern Italian composition by
ers
and feeders, $2.5ii(Ti 4.5ii; Texans,
the tanious composer of "I.a Boheme"
75
and " i osca." The absording nature calves, 4.35fri westerners. $3 !"i 3 so
6.O07.50.
of the story togethere with the heart,
Sheep Receipts. 20,0oii;
strong:
stirring harmonies of Puccini promise sheep,
3.553 5.4H: Iambs, I 1.7.1'. . .7.'..
to give- it a sensational vogue in America. "Madam Butterfly" is the first
Stock Market.
grand opera that has a modern subject for its name, and the first suc- H New York, Oct. 19. Folluwini:
few closing quotations:
cessful work of i's kind that introAtchison, Ml
no
pf,
duces American characters. The story
N.
V. Central. 131; I'enna. 141
is mat of a pathetic life of little
So.
,:
5
K;
Pac.
f(,'
r.
,M
girl,
was
who
Geisha
3.4.
S3;
the
Steel 47 n.)-lot- I'M..
married to an Aim rlcan naval off- copper. 114
. ne scenes are all located at
icer.
her ('harming villa above the bay of
Nagasaki ii a garden of wlsterra and
Wool Market.
cherry t 'osseins.
St. Louis, Oct. in. w,
s'.j'ly,
v

thirty-sec-

trans-Mississip-

j

;

'

8;

:

Cho-t'ho-Sa- n.

8

UUI'hHIlUcil.

4
i

Money Market.
New Voih. Oct. 11. Motley (ill call.
,
2 Si 7; fume
..ip-ri cant lie
1

1

m-'-

-

st'w.

I

4.

New

Copper and Lead.

York

unchanged.

Co).r

Oct. 19
,.t.
(J
., ad si. adv.
unihanued.
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AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN
KEEPING IN TOUCH
WITH THE VARIOUS PHASES OF THE PRESENT POLITICAL
CONTEST IN BERNALILLO COUNTY, MUCH INTEREST IS BEING AROUSED BY PERSISTENT REPORTS OF DISSENSION IN
THE RANKS OF THE SUPPORTERS OF THE PEOPLE'S TICKET,
SAID TO EMINATE FROM THE DEMOCRATIC ELEMENT.'
WHEN THE PEOPLE'S TICKET WAS NOMINATED AND HERAS A "FUSION
ALDED ABROAD BY THE DEMOCRAT-JOURNATICKET" MUCH SURPRISE WAS EXPRESSED IN MANY QUARTERS THAT THE DEMOCRATIC ORGANIZATION SHOULD CONSENT TO SO MEAGER A REPRESENTATION ON THE TICKET,
THE HOPES OF THE DEMOCRATS BEING PINNED TO PRACTICALLY ONE MAN, AND HE HANDICAPPED BY A CANDIDACY IN
WHICH DEFEAT IS PRACTICALLY ASSURED.
WITH THE ASSURANCES OF THE DEMOCRAT-JOURNATHAT THE DEMOCRATS HAD ENTERED WITH ENTHUSIASM
INTO THE
FUSION, THE GENERALLY ACCEPTED
CONCLUSION BY OUTSIDERS WAS THAT THE DEMOCRATIC
ORGANIZATION,
SCENTING IGNOMINIOUS DEFEAT, HAD CONCLUDED TO REJECT NO PROPOSAL WHICH SUGGESTED EVEN
A REMOTE POSSIBILITY OF SUCCESS.
THE DEMOCRATIC
ADHESION WAS GENERALLY ACKNOWLEDGED
AS A PUREA FOOTHOLD IN
LY STRAGETIC MOVE TOWARD SECURING
REPUBLICAN
STRENGTH.
THE COUNTY AND DISRUPTING
THE IDEA OF THE OFFICE IMBUED ELECT OF THE BOLTING
REPUBLICANS WHO HELD THE MAJORITY ON THE TICKET
WAS LOOKED UPON AS A BACKGROUND
ISSUE COMPARED
WITH THE ALLURING APPEAL OFFERED BY THE POSSIBILITY OF A FEW DEMOCRATS IN OFFICE.
WHEN THE FUSION PROPOSITION WAS BROACHED, THE
REPORT GIVEN OUT WAS TO THE EFFECT THAT THE DEMOCRATS WERE TO BE REPRESENTED BY CANDIDATES FOR AT
LEAST TWO OR THREE PROMINENT OFFICES.
THE REPORTS OF THE ORGAN OF THE PEOPLE'S TICKET FOLLOWING THE CONVENTION WERE NOTICEABLY OBSCURE IN DETAILS AS TO THE POLITICAL FAITH OF THE VARIOUS CANDIDATES, ESPECIALLY THOSE LITTLE KNOWN IN THE COUNTY IN A POLITICAL WAY.
THAT THE DEMOCRATS ARE BEGINNING TO "WAKE UP"
TO THE SITUATION IS INDICATED BY REPORTS FROM SEVERAL PRECINCTS IN THE COUNTY.
DEVELOPMENTS NOW APPEAR TO ESTABLISH THAT THE RANK AND FILE OF THE
PARTY ARE NOT UPHOLDING THE
IN
FUSION.
SOME QUARTERS OPEN CRITICISM IS BEING INDULGED WITHIN THE PARTY, AND RANKLING DISCORD
EXCITED
BY ACCUSATIONS THAT "MARRON SOLD OUT THE 'PARTY."
CIRCUMSTANCES BEARING THE U NDIENIABLE MARK OF PLAUSIBILITY BUT NOT PARTICULARLY
COMPLIMENTARY, ARE
CITED TO JUSTIFY THE CRITICISMS OF MR. MARRON IN SECURING THE MAN AND THE OFICE WITH WHICH THE DEMOCRATS WERE FAVORED.
SOME OF THE MORE FAITHFUL TO JEFFERSONIAN PRINCIPLES ARE SAID TO BE THREATENING THE AGITATION OF
A DEMOCRATIC BOLT, AND THAT A STRENUOUS EFFORT IS
BEING MADE BY THE LEADERS TO HOLD THE VOTE IN LINE.
TO WHAT EXTENT THIS AGITATION WILL EFFECT THE
OUTCOME IS A MATTER OF CONSIDERABLE COMMENT IN PO-
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YORK

Hangs Herself In a Private
Sanltarium--A- n

L
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Findlay, O., Oct 19. After delibNew York, OcL 19. The Western
erating thirty-tw- o
hours, the Jury In Union Telegraph
annomccs
the case of the Standard Oil company that its cables tocompany
Havana are iotact
or Ohio, charged with conspiracy
that communication with Its ofagainst trade, brought In a verdict or and
fice has been restored, but no detail
guilty. The verdict was rendered at as
to any storm damage have beent
4:35 this morning, the Jury having received. Reports
from
Indiannounced its readiness to report at cate that the hurricane Florida
was fttrtoo,
4 o'clock.
The court and attorneys along thesoutheast coast and
that searrived in half an hour and the ver-- vere damage there is apprehended.
A
diet was rendered.
The Standard's man who arrived this morning at Fort.
attorney made a motion for
new Pierce, 150 miles north of Miami,
trial and Judge Banker assured him Florida, says that there has been,
that such a motion would be enter- great damage to buildings along taa
tained.
coast, but no loss of life thus far la.
Oil Company Asks for New Trial.
reported.
By verdict of the Jury the Standard
Oil company of Ohio Is guilty of conCruiser Brooklyn Stranded.
spiracy against trade in violation of
New York, Oct. 19. The Evening
t
the Valentine
law of Ohio. Telegram prints a dispatch from HaThe penalty Is a fine of from 50 to vana reporting more than 100 person
$5,000, which may be repeated for dead there from the cyclone.
Tb
each day of offense, or imprisonment cruiser Brooklyn was torn from her
of six to twelve months. The Stand- moorings and thrown upon the shore
ard has given notice that it will file
Marines Took to Ships.
a motion for a new trial and it has
Ninety-fou- r
of the fatalities ax
three days to put
.

Like Him

self-deni-

i

Board--

OVER CABLE

Former Senator Burton to Prison Tidal Wave Was so High at New-YorFor Six Months-Wi- fe
Will
as to Flood Thirteenth
Reside In Same Town.
Avenue.

.

NEXT TIME

ALSO FATAL

NEW YORK CENTRAL

well, he was very decent, you know."
"Did you get what you wanted?"
"Yes no that Is. In a way, but. not
exactly. But he was fine about it, and
would have done it if he could. ' He
told me one of the best stories I ever
heard. In fact, he is a big man."
That Is the way people talk about
Magoon.
"He has made good wherever he
has been put," they say. "He is equal

FIRE! MINING CONGRESS GOES

COB

Guilty of Restraint of Trade. Cruiser Brooklyn Was Tom
From Moorings and Cast
After Being Out 'ihirty
on the Shore.
Two Hours.

Social Correspondence.
Washington, I. C. Oct. 19. Chas.
E. Magoon? Who la he?
Minister to Panama.
Governor of Panama (two salaries.
two titles. Total, $27,000 a year and
four pounds of gold braid J.
Announced vice governor of the
Philippines.
Governor of Cuba!
And only a few minutes ago he was
an obscure law clerk in a dusty corner of the war department!
One of Roosevelt's discoveries. That
Is one part of the answer.
"Whom
the king delighteth to honor," says
And bo it is with T.
the scripture.
R.. whether It be Ben Davis,
man and marshal of Arizona, or Big
Bill Taft, sitting on the lid.
C. E. Magoon cornea fnn Bryan's
town in Nebraska; he was born in
Minnesota; lie was brought up on a
farm and acquired college and law
by dint of
and school
teaching which is the same thing.
He is 6 feet 4 inches high standing
in his stockings; he is almost as large
around as Taft. and bis girth Is Increasing almost as rapidly as his titles.
He came to Washington poor; he
worked like a plow horse; he has
written a book on law entitled "The
Law of Civil Government Under Military Occupation."
He Is about 45 years of age; he is
a bachelor and he Is a Roman Catho-

"Oh, he just laughed, and

AGAIN

STANDARD IS

ex-ba- d

BANKERS' CONVENTION IS
IN SESSION OF LAST DAY
St. IjouIs, Oct. 19. On this, the last
day of the American Bankers' association convention. In anticipation of a
session that would be characterized
by heated or possibly acrimonious
discussion over the currency question, there was a full attendance.
Legislative Committee Appointed.
was finally adopted
A resolution
providing for b bank legislative committee on currency of fifteen, which
shall be appointed by the executive
council, to consist of five members,
which shall be the present legislative
committee, the other ten to be selected with reference to national, state
banks and trust companies, and the
said committee shall confer with the
committee of the chare ber of commerce of New York, and after careful
investigation and study of the plans
with the
submitted, shall
proper congressional committees with
the end in view of the enactment of a
bill covering the subject.
National City Bank Gets Presidency.
G. S. Whitson. vice president of
National City bank of New York, was
elected president of .the association.

HAVANA NEWS

OF JURY IS,

NEW GOVERNOR OF CUBA MAKES
GOOD AT EVERYTHING ROOSEVELT PUTS HIM TO DO AND
NOW HE'S A TOPNOTCHER
HARD WORK AS A STARTER-GO- OD
NATURED AND FRIEND
BUT HE'S A BACHEMAKER
I
LOR

TODAY

MJM Kit 252

THE VERDICT

THE MAN FOR ANYTHING

HER RATE OF DISCOUNT
TO

ftlfeti

Old-tim-

e

Circus Man
MURDERED

ON STREETS

CINCINNATI

BY

OF

ROBBERS

Fatal Shooting On Railroad In
Arizona. Near Globe. Last
Wednesday Evening
Cromwell,
Oct. 1'J. 't is
Conn.,
stated thai Mrs. Laura C iwlen.
daughter of Bishop Henry C. Potter
of New York, committed suicide by
hanging at a private sanitarium here.

"

anti-trus-

the motion in form.
No doubt the case will be ultimately

confined to natives, while sixteen foreigners are reported killed. More tham
1,000 tents in Camp Columbia worn
blown to pieces and houses were unroofed. One trooper wss fatally hart
in all probability. Fortunately, thei
storm gave everybody about a
's
warning and when the blast arrived the marines on shore had
sought shelter In the warships. Alt
but the Brooklyn rode out the storm.
TheBe ships included the Minneapolis.
Texas, Denver and , Prairie.
When,
the tempest reached Its hlghf buildings wre shaken as with an earthquake, street cars were washed froia
the tracks, windows were blown tm
like paper and roofs and doors were
swept away. Several small tranvt
houses in' the harbor district -- worn
wrecked, and here the deaths occnr-- '
red, principally.
Thirty-fiv- e
Freighters Engulfed.
It is feared that a great loss of Ufa
occurred in the Interior, especially at
Pinar del Rio, on the island of Arfe-mesl-a.
The wind Is estimated to have
blown at the rate of eighty miles an
hour. The greatest money loss will
come from damage to tne shipping.
Great waves engulfed about thirty-fi- ve
freighters in the harbor, and they
smashed against the wharves..
Lasted 8:30 Hours at Miami.
Communication with Miami, Fla..
has been restored by the Western
Union.
Miami reports that the hurricane struck the coast Wednesday
morning at 6 o'clock and lasted nntil
2:30 o'clock In the afternoon.
The
train-sheand docks at Miami were
badly damaged, and the Methodist
church and a number of houses wero
unroofed.
Immense Tide In Hudson.
Havana and southern Florida are
still isolated so fai as wire common- ication is concerned today. Late re
ports from the storm were that It
had left the south Florida coast and
headed to sea. In this city and vicinity the precursors of a hurricane
were abnormally high tides at Coney
Island and along the shore of the
Hudson river in Manhattan, a fresh
breeze and a rain last night. The
northeaster, which has been blowing
here for two days, had driven the
waters of the Hudson until they rell- -'
ed over Thirteenth avenue yesterday
a foot deep. I tls said that this Is the.
highest tide in the Hudson for thirty
years. Coney Island had one of the
highest tides ever seen, and consider
able damago was done.

appealed to the supreme court of the
state.
When the case went to the Jury
Wednesday night the first ballot stood
nine for conviction and three for acquittal. By degrees two men were
won over to the majority.
A dramatic touch marked the two closing
hours of the Jury'B deliberations.
Hymns were sung during all "but ten
minutes of this time. This ten minutes was occupied by the remaining
Juror, who had stood out, In explaining his position and his surrender to
the majority.

half-hour-

NEW YOPK CENTRAL IS
FINED $108,000 REBATING
New York, Oct. 19. Judge Holt in
the United States circuit court Imposed a fine of $108,000 on the New
York Central & Hudson River railroad today for granting rebates to
IiOwell M. Palmer, who has charge of
transportation for the American Sugar
Refining company. There were six
counts and a fine of $17,000 was imposed on each. Frederick I Pome-ro- y,
assistant traffic manager of the
railroad, was fined 1 1,000 each on six
counts. Judge Holt criticised the policies of the railroad.
BURTON

WILL SERVE

SIX MONTHS SENTENCE
Abilene, Kas.,
Oct. 19. Joseph
Ralph Burton, the former United
States, senator from Kansas, will begin his six months sentence at Iron-toMo., Monday next. He will be
accompanied to lronton by Mrs. Burton, who will remain In that town until her husband's release.

ds

PROFESSIONAL NURSING
ASK8 LARGER SAFEGUARDS
Dayton, O., Oct. 19. The Ohio state
graduate nurses association held He
annual meeting here today and discussed the question of a state law
providing for the examination and registration of nurses. After the first of
June, 1903, if the bill for which luey
are agitating passes at the next session of the general assembly. It wt.t
be Illegal for any person to practice
professional nursing In Ohio as a registered nurse without a certificate procured through a board of examiners
uppolnted by the governor. Fitness
for the work, good moral characters
and fair general education will be demanded as well as graduation from a
training school counected with a hospital or sanitarium giving a three-yea-r
course.

CIRCUS RIDER OF WORLO
WIDE REPUTATION KILLED
BOTTLERS
Cincinnati. Oct. 19. William Uut-lo- AMERICAN ARE
BIG AGGREGATION
e
an
circus rider, known
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 1!). Fifteen hunall over the civilized world, was as- dred
delegates
all corners of the
saulted on the street here li st night, I'nlted States from
met here at the
and may die of his wounds The po- - annual conferenco
of the American
lice believe that robbery was tin; ob- Kottlers
Protective association. Atject of the assault.
lanta is practically tho world center
of tho soda water supply business and
ONE DEAD AND TWO DYING
it was stated at the meeting that more
FROM ARIZONA MIX-UPhoenix, Oct. 19 Jack Purvis is business was done in Atlanta of fordead and Harry Wllbcr of Hive sta- eign supply business, have In any
tion and Percy Vincent of (ilobe Hre other city In the United States, with
n,

old-tim-

'

both desperately wounded as the reof a f hoot lug on tho Gila Valley,
Globe & Northern railroad., at a station eighteen miles from Globe Wed- -'
nesday evening. Purvis was accused
of stealing mules and the sheriff attempted to arrest him, when Purvis
began the shooting.

sult

To Study Sunday School Work.
Randolph.
Vt.. Oct. 19. The 38th

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Oct. 19. Cattle
1,400, including 800 southerns;
market steady; native steers, 4.oogf
4.65;
2.85(& 4.50;
southern steers.
southern cows, $2.002.9u; native
cows an dheifers, $2.00fff
Blockers and feeders, $2.7u 4.73; hulls,
)2.00,
$2.O0&$3.50;
calves, $:i.ooy
0.50;
western
steers,
$3.5iiJi 5.25;
western cows, $2,254( 3.73.
Sheep Receipts, 33.000;
market
steady; muttons, $4.505.5o; lamlis,
5. 757. 75;
1 1.2.1 "if
range wethers,

1

d

3-- 8.

,

i

IN

FR0A1
No

the possible exception of Chicago. Important matters dealing with the trade
were discussed at the conference
which lasted until yesterday.

annual convention of the Vermont
Sunday School association commenced
was
here today. The attendance
al.ove the average. Prof. Kdward P.
St. John, Hartford School of Religious
a lecture on
Pedogogy, delivered
"Child Study" and will continue the
series. W. 1. Pearce of Chicago, the
in .rn it j. ni:.l teacher trafnlnir Kecre- - 3 85; fod ewes,
4.nolfj 5.40.
tary, nl' addrtssed the meeting. Rev.
secretary
tne
Hi Pickles,
cuucauouai
Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago, Oct. 1M. Closing ((notaof i he Massachusetts Sunday School
an
on
delivered
.sociution,
address
a
tions:
"3
ill, 'Kssentials of Hiblo School Teaeh-.Mav,
Wheat lice.,
.1 i. ('
tit Cht lsen Mana 78
ing
Mission of
Corn l.c., 42 S8; May, 43
lectured on "The Two-foltun conrerence
the Sunday school
was a very practical one, real probMav, "I
Oats Dec., ?,.
lems o. Siimlay school work being
Pork Jan., 13.75.
4 dealt
by experts In the several
$'.).
50;
Jan., t'J 22.
I.ard Oct.,
$s.l5; Jan., $717
Itii
lines.
i

OUT

A

BODY

OFFICE

Reason Given for This
Strange Procedure But
Rumor Says

BECAUSE RUSSIA HAS
DEFAULTED ON BONDS
Paris, Oct. 19. At a cabinet meeting this morning Premier Barrien officially Informed his colleagues that
he had transmitted his resignation to
President Falllerles, whereupn the
ministers resigned in a body.
LITTLE PILL DOCTORS
HAVE SOCIETY MEETING
Rochester, N. Y.. Oct. 19 The foul
rteenth
meeting of the
Homeopaths' Medical society of the
state of New York commenced here
in the chamber of commerce today.
Dr. Newton H. Collins, president of
the association, presided and (hero
was a very large attendance of medical men. Addresses were delivered
on chemical medicines and pathology;
'
geuaeology, materia nudlca, obstetrics
public health, surgery and other
ts
oi Interest to the profession.
semi-annua-

'

suo-jec-
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Gi7C2.88; 190S, $9.f!09.r20 an Increase
f $o4S.767.12.
nnrrow gauge. 1005, fii3,-Hmiroail
38; 1'iOti, $023,312, nn Increase or $10,- 074.
.
-Flourin mills. 190ft.
42.35. an Inrrcise or $i9.s.)i.
.
Saw nulls. 190K, $S2.2M); 190B,
5i5, a decrease of $.".72f.
Horses, I90u. yuu.iin; i;"",
394.50, nn Increase or sw.un.tiu.
1B,- Mules. 190.V $77,21 2J.0 : 190t,
139. an increase of .iii.:i.'b.iin.
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Colorado

TERRITORIAL REPUBLICAN

Uw

I

TICKET

Capital In manufacturing. 19io,
005; 1900, $i3,C12, a decrease or

$18,- -

Farming Implements, 190... $8o,006,-an increase oi
25; 1900, $100.9l.;o,
1

$15,888.25.
Saloon
and nrace fixtures, 1905,
$144,394: 1900. $100,297, an Increase
or $15,903.
Money, 1905, $117,500; 1900, $107,- 117.40, a decrease of $10,388.00.
Bonds, warrants end coupons, 1905,
or
3,045: 1900, 13,043, an Increase
$10,388.00.

Watches
1900,

75;

Hnd

docks,

190o,

7.41Z,- -

$26,879.75, a decrease

or

$533.

HIGHLAND

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
$6
$1.50 up

haw and medical books, 1905, $41,- - Painless Extracting
&0c
$47,656.50, an Increase or
$3,9S0.5O.
Jewelry, 1903, $22,749; 1906. $21,- - ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.
992, a decrease of $757.
Gold and silver plate, 1905, $l,19u;
lboO, ) 1,570, an increase of $375.
Musical Instruments 1903. $80,215,-- ;
1900, $95,280, an increase of $15,- 670; 1900,

For

Delegate; to Congress

WILLIAM H. ANDREWS,
of Bernalillo County.

$8
GUAR-

&

Call

209 North

Mich.

-

w

Capital

INTEREST

Furniture. Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Iftfi flTI
ottolat
HTfi.n an ithat

On

Surplus. $100,000

ON

ALLOWED

SAYINGS

With Ample' Means and Unsurpassed

Vi

A

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE-- 1
CEIPT8, as low aa $10 and as high as j
$200. Loans are quickly made ana
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before

f

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts or tne woria.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICE3.
Open Evenings.

DEPOSITS

IJiiitli gi

Facilities.

ammgseej of

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

TWO LOTS

Cro-awe-

Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain

W.

Solo- -

ll.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

this week.
5 room

Solicit

officers and directors

Solomon Luna, Presluent; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier
ouuubuu, . Btsi, casmer; wm. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldridge,
nion .una, a. m. uiacKweii, Geo. Arnot, O. E.

On

house, close in, lowlands,
for $700.00.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

POR TERFIELD CO.

F COPP

NEW MEXICO

MONEY to LOAN

WANTED .Men and women in each
county as Held managers to represent, advertise and distribute samples of our goods. Salary $80.00 Also
per month, paid weekly, and cash
advanced for expenses. No capital
Position
or expenience necessary.
permanent.
Address Northwestern
Co., Dept. 2 K, 338 Wabash avenue,
Chlcpgo, 111.

Ob4.75.

Household Roods. 1905, $370,038.50;
190b, $646,271.50, nil Increase of $75,- -

1.

WANTlCDMan to neip around the
Ives, the Ilorlst.
greenhouse
ltt.-v A;n 1'k.b
rurnibhed and employment of nil kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
WAN'lfci)
Ueiitlemeu'a second-haD- d
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. K. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED 'l ie makers. Good prices
CoNo. 1 timber. Transportation.
lburn's Employment Agency,
- jewelSalesmen to plaitVANTEI
ry departments with general trado
in New Mexico. Hinh commissions
with $100.00 monthly advance. Per- manent position for capable sales. man.
Jewelry experience unnecessary. Jess 11. Smith Co., Detroit,

PHARMACY

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

ALBUQUERQUE

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

VV'ANThliTAVhite plumes to cleaa.
Miss lieaiTiip.JOl North Third st.

THE NEWEST DRUG STORE
IN THE CITY, AND ONE OF
THE MOST COMPLETE,
DRUG STORES IN
YOU
SOUTHWEST.
THE
ARE INVITED TO CALL AND
SEE IT.

$2,233.9:.3.95;
increase of $!&,- -

1905,

$2,428,909, nn
015.05.
19iMi.

Himmm anonM ba
rULlBIHO COMFAHT.
i

Mercsndise.

WANTED A !
Second str et.

1906.

1S.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

with names and addresses
of people who are
"Neccessary to Your Prosperity'
WANTED.

OCTOBER

BANK INSTITUTIONS

Ujq Citizen Want Ads, FtxrnisH you

Highland

JJfy

FRIDAY,

yon?
of the man wk thonid be working for
n wouid fladly lend you moneyt
of the ma
your horsst
of the nwtn wtia mould like to buy
builneuT
of the man who would buy an Interest
of the man wno otild buy that lot of ground!
of the ma who would buy your old bicycle?

Located at the forncr
of Railroad Ave. and
Broadway is now the
home of the

ri.oi8.2ii: r.".
decrease or
Sheep, 1905, $2.31.v.'o: r."i, ?..in.- Brnallllo County
frVTraliJ
6. an Increase of
xi.
Mai City of Albuquerque.
,oats, 19115. $190,0'iS.r.O: 190fi, $199,- jaW rM Unara... DIIHtckM.
51
nn Increase or s.&4J.;o.
a" Cnty Clrtnlittaa.
Ufa TIMOtjrLreart
Swine. 1905. $20,091.9(1; l!Hf.. J2.n..- Nt Ink! ClrtalitlM.
175, an Increase of $2,483. 10.
l.'gwt N.rUam Hrltwi Ortuliflf.
Burros, 1905. $7X46.50; 1900. $....x..
"lUUlU
a decrease of .il.50.
ion:
Carriages and wagons. 19o:). sjmi.- .tt.fO
ar In araJwa...
W aaat. aa
M
1900, $319, 001, an increase or
91.o;
W MS. a awnOj
'W
too
OwWtr W aaUL w r
$...509.50.
Sewing tTiiichlnes. 19'i.i. f.u ,09i .i ;
by Carrier. 60c per month 900.
$57,023, an Increase of $525. 25.
U1 ha dallrarail bi thu
Saddles and harness, 1905, $105,-7Wwm Inma Cmm
tttm a aha law rata tIKwarw waaa. ar far M
50; 1900, $108,208.50, an increase

Cattle

ALBUQUERQUE

WRESTS

.14, 994, a

CITIZEN.

DO YOU WANT THE.
NAME, AND ADDRESS

B'JlLDiNG

THE TALLEST

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMUO BUILDINO.
Bank stock, 1905. $933,805: 1906,
Ave.
Gold
110
West
$1,038,73?, an Increase of $104,952.
For Council
FOR SENT.
Jacket, dark brown,
OrriCCRM AND DIRECTORS
Wheat. 1903, $97.50; 1906. $1,121, IXXST Lady's
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.
shoulder cape aud white buttons. FOR RENT Three-rooan increase of vl,023.50.
furnished
S. RAYNOLDS
JOSHUA
President
Return to Citizen office. Reward.
BASHINSKY
Oats, 1905, $392; 1906. $015, an in
M. W. FLOURNOY
For Representatives
house, with bath, close In. No. 108 BACON &
I
n
'
vice President
i
crease of $223.
GEORGE A. KASEMAN
street.
John
FRANK McKEB
trustworthy
Energetic,
Cashier
Barley, 1905, $420; 1906, $50, de WANTED
MODESTO C. ORTIZ
nouse, fur
R. A. FROST
man or wom:n to work in New FOR RENT
Cashier
Assistant
crease of $370.
AN
J
LOANS
ESTATE
REAL
nished. Inquire at 234 North WalMexico, representing large manuH. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
Corn, 1905, $262.50; 1906, $234, de
For County Commissioners
ter street.
facturing company. Salary $30 to
S78
205 West Gold
Auto
Phone
crease of $28.50,
8EVER0 8ANCHEZ
Exweekly.
paid
per
month,
$90
airy,
FOR
Pleasant,
RENT
a.
U.
DEPOSITORY
Hay and aUaira, 1905, $3,G46; 1906,
J. B. MAYO
penses advanced. J. H. Moore. Alrooms for housekeeping. 524
$2,926. a decrease or $2,538.
Capital
Authorized
M.
$500,000.00
N.
buquerque,
avenue.
Railroad
West
Wool, 1905. $375; 1906, $4,000, an
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
For Probate Judge
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.0
Four-roocottage,
RENT
fur
FOR
increase of $3,625.
ISIDRO SANDOVAL
Danger From the Plague.
nished,
ranch.
Ten
Lockhart
dumber, 1906. $64,721; 1906, $78,-67Depository
at
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
for
There's grave danger from the
LAWYERS.
minutes' walk from street car line,
an increase of $13,949.
For Probate Clerk
plague of coughs and colds that are FOR RENTPleasant airy,
- NESTOR MONTOYA.
Coal, 1905, $4,180; 1906, none; a
furwell
so prevalent unless you take Dr.
Ira M. BcntJ.
of $4,180.
nished rooms, with modern
Mechanics' tools, 1905, $32,073; King's New Discovery for ConsumpFor 8herlff
ments. Apply at store, 522 East ATTOR..EY AT LAW, 32 F street
Geo.
Colds.
Mrs.
Coughs
and
tion,
1906, $56,887. an increase of $24,814.
THOMAS 8. HUBBELL
Marquette avenue, corner of north N. W., Washington, D. O. Pensions,
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
copyrights, caveats,
lands, patents,
honey bees, 1905. $1,898; 1906,
Broadway.
iu
living
people
to
"It's a Godsend
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
an Increase of $696.
For Assessor
room
RENT
with
FOR
Furnished
precoughs
colds
ami
1906, climates where
Scouring mills, 1905. none;
GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
R. W. D. Bryan.
board, for lady. 112 N. Whiter.
vail. I find it quickly ends them. It
$5,250, an increase of $5,250.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
FOR
in
Apartments
Par
KEVr
grippe,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
que,
Collector
M.
Tc Treasurer and
Street railways, 1905, $21,000; i.,,,0, prevents pneumonia, cures la
View terrace,
eight rooms each Bank N.building.Office, First National
gives wonderful relief In asthma and
$21,000.
C. ED. NEWCOMER
steam
all
modern
heated,
and
other
lungs
Notes and accounts, 1905, $127,811,- - hay fever and makes weak
E. W. Dobso i.
CAPITAL,
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19,
$100,000.00
35: 1906, $64,848, a decrease of $02,- - strong enough to ward off consumpFor County School Superintendent
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
Grant Block.
,
963.35.
tion, coughs and colds. 50c and $1.
J. A. MILLER
well Mock. Albuquerque, N. M.
SURPLUS
AND
PROFITS,
.
.
.
22,000.00
Trial FOR RENT A
Engines, 1903. $140,940.15: 1906, Guaranteed by all druggists.
six room two-sto$11,065; a decrease of $129,875.15.
For Surveyor
DENTISTS.
bottle free.
brick house, corner of Seventh
Gas plants, 1905. none; 19 d,
DON J. RANKIN
Interest Paid on '1 Ime Deposits
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
LEGAL NOTICE.
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts o: the Wor.d
an increase of $11,000.
at. Lommorl & Mattenccl, 624 West
Surgeon,
Dental
Printing plants, 1905, none; 1906,
For Constitutional Convention
Tljeras avenue.
Last Will and Testament of John
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
$18.15o, an increase of $18,150.
Delegates
Deceased.
Condon,
Machines, 1905, none; 1906, $3,055,
H. F. RAYNOLDS
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms the Golden Rule Dry Goods company
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
M. E. HICKEY
an Increase of $3,055.
KallaWe Want Your
houses and flats for housekeepln
To O. N. Marron and Patrick
Business
mall.
Reduction works, 1905.
32,2S0; her, executors
T. N. WILKERSON
Mrs.
devisees,
also
ranch.
to
Will
parties
take
and
1906, $32,380,
T. C. GUTIERREZ
D.
O.
S.
Edmund J. Alger,
board. Apply at 110 East Coal av
Minnie Condon,
Smelters, 1905. none; 1900. $40,880, Mary Condon Specht,
E. W. DOBSON
No. 306 Railrcftd avenue.
Office
enue. Mrs. Norrls.
Edward Condon. David Condon, Jr.,
an increase of $40,880.
12:p.
m.,
to
m.;
a.
hours,
1:30
8:30
Tenn..
Memphis.
DIRECTORS
Mercy
of
of
Sisters
rooms, p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
Ditches for manufacturing
nnd
O. N. ..Iarron.
MemphlB, FOR RENT Nicely furnished
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
Hospital,
Joseph's
St.
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to oOc pointments made by mall.
mines, 1905. $11,259; 1906, none, a deD. H. cams. J. A. Weinman.
F. H. otrong. Jay A. Hubbs.
ienn.; tne sisters or cnaniy oi Cin
per night. Also rooms for liRht
crease of $11,259.
of the
housekeeping.
Other property, 1905, $838,137.90; cinnati, O.; Sisters of Charity
Minneapoli
PHYSICIANS.
The
1906, $790,808, a decrease of $67,269,-90- . Leavenworth Branch, A. M. MandaHouse, 524 South Second streot
lari, superior of the Dominican Order
OA. R. L. HUST.
Albuquerque, N. M.
at
churcn
of
charge
St.
Peters
in
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Total valuation. 1905, $42,029,716,- Byrne,
S.
Thos.
Memphis,
Tenn.;
or sale, seven room Tuberculosis treated wltn Higv
(ok
68; 1906, $45,987,367.81. Exemptions
holism has storage room, pantry Frequency
1905, ..532.442.75; 1006. $2,744,621.50. bishop of Nashville. Tenn.; sister su
Electrical
Current and
Afive
s
hospital
at
Joseph
St.
clothes
closets. Indoor toilet Germicide. Treatments given each
Subject to taxation, 1905, $40,097,273,-93- ; perior of
it
whom
bath,
large
M.,
all
to
barn,
and
lbuquerque, N.
yard and lots
190G, $43,242,746.31. Net gain,
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
trees. 208 North Arno. Rent $30 nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
may concern:
including
al
water. Or will sell reas
You are hereby notified that the
UNDERTAKER.
onable. Win, Kieke, 211 South
leged last will and testament of John
WIFE ON TRIAL AT NOGALES
First
street.
Colo., Red 115.
Auto. 'phone 316.
FOR KILLING HUSBAND Condon, late of the county of Berna
New Mexico, de
A. BORDERS.
A former Tucson woman is now lillo and territory of
TOR
SALE.
Commercial
Club Building, Black
and tead
battling for her life in Nogaies, says ceased, has been produced county
of FOR
and White Hearse, $5
in the probate court of the
i
SALE
the
Gleckler's
the
The
farm,
best
Tucson
Citizen.
woman
of
Office
In
Compiled
the
As
Mrs. Kate Sauvage, who is charged Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico,
ARCHITECTS.
farm in Beniullllj county. Chas.
E. Gleckler.
with murdering her husband in BiHbee at an adjourned regular term thereof,
Traveling Auditor Chas.
,
Jaub,
F.
Room
day
Spencer.
October,
W.
on
1st
of
Burnett
held
the
more than a year ago. Hon. W. H,
al
said
of
Albuquerque,
M.
SuBuildiug,
N.
Both
proving
FOR
day
SALE
of
the
Fire
the
at
the
wood
and
Sawtelle is counsel for Mrs. Sauvage,
V. Stafford.
perior Lumber and Planing Mill Co. 'hones.
AND
The case would have been tried in leged last will and testament waa by
Cochiao county, but a change of ven order of the judge of said court there- FOR
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Two
with
SALE
lots,
day
of
Monday,
5th
upon
the
fixed
for
ue jas
r:r on the ground that
four-rooouthouse and
Subjuiaed Is a comparative sum- there Is cecii
prejudice against Mrs. Sau November. A. D. 1906. term of said
J. R. Farwetl.
buildings, at a bargain. 1102 South
mary oX the total valuation by classifi- vage in Cochise county.
court, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon of
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
Arno.
cation of the taxable property of New
day.
said
Mrs. Sauvage's husband was a
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Mexico, which has lust been compiled tender nnd he was shot by his bar
Given under my hand and the seal FOR SALE Two choice lots in the
wife
by Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- - as he was returning home In the of this court this 1st day of October,
Grant tract, for $300. One-thir- d
K. D. Maddlson.
Thos.
cash, balance $10 a month. A bartord. The statistics given are or in- morning. Sauvage had a
A. D. 1906.
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
gain. See II. S. Knight.
terest to every resident and taxpay- in his pocket. Mrs. Sauvage claimed
A. E. WALKER.
Gold avenue.
er ia the territory.
Probate Clerk.
that she c'lot h'.'i
because
FOR SALE l.ots 3 and 4, block 20,
by
persual
a
the
of
RODERICK STOVfc-f- , E. E.
seen
be
will
he
Aa
had mistreated iiei and had only
Eastern addition; level, no water
ftgnres the aggregate Assessed valua- the uUht
NOTICE FOrt PUBLICATION.
fore the killing threat
courses, wind break to east. In Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
tion of all classes of 4axable property ened her with dead. At the time of
quire Ryan, expressman., or 323 N.
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
the killing her son. Amos Stone, was Department of the Interior, Land Ofwis year is $45,987,367.61, while last
Broadway.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
year it was $42,629,716.68, which de- a short distance away, urmed with a
22,
Sept.
M.,
N.
fice at Santa Fe,
906 West Railroad avenue. Autoducting the increased exemptions rep- rifle. Mrs. Sauvage also claimed
FOR SALE Restaurant
and lunch
1906.
resents a not gain of $3,U5,472.38. that she bad warned her husband be
room, best location In city; money-makin- matic 'phone, 179.
TbBse figures tell their own story o( fore she shirt not to approarli
her
MUSIC LESSONS.
at all times. For sale very
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
the prosperity and Bteady growth of house.
cheap if taken this week. Address
Prof.
A large number of witnesses have Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
DiMauro,
N.
the violinist,
New Mexico. A marked Increase Is
ln2 Citizen office.
gives lessons on the violin and manKnown iu nearly all of the items been summoned hv both the territory tiled notice or Ills Intention to make
r
nroor in support of rOK SALE General
enumerated. Further comnunt Is un- and the derl..e. It is the contention final
mercn3iu!lse dolin. Guaranteed to le the best
necessary. The list in full is aa fol of the territory that th- - killing was Ills claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
business on the El Paso and South teacher in Albuquerque. Any one dewestern in eastern
New
Mexico. siring lessons address general deliveprearranged.
lows:
se
6312. made April 22, 1901, for the NW
je
tf
jid.ooo to 20,ooo. Fine op- - r'.-, city.
14 SW 14. Section 4, Ix)ts 3 and 4,
Agricultural lauds, 1905. $4,388,979,-43- ;
ror
8,
IHirtumty
or
exand
R
party.
right
1
LUMBF
5,
AS
SHIPS
Sectiou
FAR
Can
Section 5, Lots and
$4,381,305.15, a decrease
OVERCOATS.
plain good reason for selling. Lo3,
FAST AS ILLINOIS lxt
Section 9, Twp. 12 N,
$7,674.18.
overcoats for sale
I'nredeemed
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Adsaid proof will be
Henry Xcuman of fiiiuin nuiiiter Range 6 E, and
Orating lands, 1905. $5,233,334.02;
cheap at Rosenfleld's, the pawn brok.
dress inquiries to this
' lie
Zuni
Mountain Lumber & made before the Probate Clerk at Ber106, $,231.980.21, an increase uf of
er the man you can trust.
Trailing company, who has been a nalillo, N. M on November 5, 1906.
J974.C26 19.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis house,
He names the following witnesses to
visitor for several days in
ESTABLISHED 1373.
City or town lots, 1903, $7,234,498; btiidiK-K41 rooms, all furnished; income $150
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM A "OLD RELIABLE."
of Santa Fe, left for Raton, says the prove his continuous residence upon,
an increase
18t6, $7,C95,7"H;,
per month; must lo sold; parties BREAD and take no other.
viz:
land,
.New
Mexican.
Mr. Neuman saR the. and cultivation of, the
4461.208.
going away.
Price $3,600 for lot
Nestor Gonzales or Hagan, N. M ;
A Young Mother at 70.
Timber lands, 1905, $231,165.50; sawmill operated by the concern with
iiuikiing and furniture; best paying
N.
Placitas,
of
Jai.oiio
which
La
he Is connected
Gutierrez
is working
"My mother
$457,454.20, an Increase or
has suddenly been
In
roperty
Albuquerque.
Call
or
Placitas,
or
M.;
I.as
steadily ami from thirty to forty
Jose F. Gutierrez
address
C. I). Ward, Minneapolis made young nt 70. Twenty years of
Placitas,
Andreg'Armijo
of
N.
Las
M.;
1906, thousand feet of lumber are cut daily.
Coal lands, 19U3, $3K'..o47:
Intense suffering from dyspepsia had
house, Albuquerque, N. M.
Lumber tor various commercial pur- K M.
$4Xj.-.- .,
an increase or $119,398.
eiitirelvher. until six
disabled
OTERO.
R.
poses
Is
MANUEL
FOR SALE Thirty-acr- e
sawed and dressi-- whenever
Miueral lands other than cuul, 1905,
ranch, quai- - months ago. when she began taking
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Register.
necessary;
some
o' it is shipped as
$4k-.- 3?
ter of mile north government In- - Electric Hitters which have complete-ilia60; 1906, $524,980, an increase
M
a
fur
Illinois.
Carr,
Clark
eist
school; two acres good bear-'luf 961.C5H.&0.
the
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eple from any voice In the
s of the colony.
The l eoplo of Andover protest
to t.ie tener?l court of
RBAtnst the witch tribunals; delusion of witchcraft
disappearing.
Portland, Me., burned by the
British.
Ry the treaty of Ildefonso.
Spain, again cedes the territory
of Louisiana to France.
In a naval battle off the coast
of Virginia, the American sloop
Wasp defeats the British brig
Frolic; immediately after the
victory the Wasp was captured
by the British ship Poictlers.
Submarine telegraph laid between Governors Island and
rsew York, the first in America.
The Ostend manifesto Issued by
L'nlted States ministers In council at AIx

IN
1B92

1775
1SH0

1812

1842

1V4

y

J. I). Eakln, president
Vice President.

itiunodi.itA

UNIVERSITY,

MAIN BUILDING.
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That Albuquerque is Blessed With' Gas
j

i

Des Moines, Iowa, Oct. 18.

"What
do soldiers know about women?" Who
can answer this question with more
authority than the wives of veterans
of the Civil war. Ordinarily the occasion might not arise for them to
give the answer, but the Women's
Relief corps of Iowa faced the query
and answered, "Nothing."
The answer costs them a cool
The magnificent Memorial col

lege, bu.lt by the O. A. R., at Mason
City, Iowa, is a national Institution, of
which the veterans
are naturally
proud.
There are nearly 1,000 students.
When the last G. A. R. encampment
was held at Minneapolis, the Women's
Relief Corps began to worry the veterans about a building for the girl
students.
"Oh, why not let them all study to- -

asked the vets.
That's when tiiey didn't know the
women. When the Iowa W. R. C. ladles returned home, they got busy.
Mrs. Fox, a rich member, offered
o
for a female branch of the college
If the rest raised $25,000.
They did so, and so there will be
a woman's brinch of the magnificent
National O. A. R. Memorial college
at Mason City, lows.

a convention is signed with
Orcat Britain establishing the
rorty-nint- h
parallel
as the
boundary line, and providing for
the Joint occupation of Oregon
for ten years.
Spain ratifies the treaty ceding
Florida to the United States.
The "Morey Letter," an alleged
forgery of the handwriting and
signature of James A. Garfield,
approving Chinese immigration,
circulated as a campaign docu
ment.
Tne Fiftieth congress closes its
lirst session, the longest in con
gressional history (321 days.)

and it Is probable, that in HgTit of the
tact that Foster's wounds did not
prove very serious, the bail may be
reduced, but that he will be released
from custody Is not expected by those
familiar with the case.
Bishop, since hlg Incarceration
In
the Jail, it Is understood, has expressed his willingness to let his wife, who
alleges that be mistreated her acd
forced her to sin gin saloons to earn
a living for tbem, go her way In
peace provided he can get out of the
I resent trouble his hasty actions have
landed him in, and as a result a settlement of the case, or the
of the prosecuting witness, is
hinted at.

ASKS STOCK 8HIPPERS
TO BE MORE PROMPT
Dr. R. J. Blance of Las Vegas, veter-

25,-00-

1818

1820
1880

1888

TRYING

TO GET OUT
OF JAIL AT PRESCOTT

C. O. Bishop, who sprang Into notor-'lety- ,
The forests and field3 are abundantly supplied with vegetation of van
some days ago, by assaulting H.
oas kinds, not alone to beautify the land, but to furnish the ingredients foi
a Stanford
graduate, at
making a remedy for every ill and ailment of mankind. Medicines made kAsh Foster, alleging
Fork,
that Foster was at-- ,
from the roots herbs and barks, which nature has placed at the disposal ol cmnting
to elope with Mrs. Bishop,
man, act better in every way than do strong mineral mixtures and concoc- End who was
bound over to await
tions the products of the chemist's shop. Mineral medicines work danger ho aciton oflater
the grand Jury on the
ously on the delicate parts of the system, especially the stomach and bowels, assault, charge, is desirous of remov- -'
by eating out the lining membrane, producing chronic dyspepsia and often lng his lodging place from the county
entirely ruining the health. S. S. S. enjoys the distinction of being tin j3il to a more suitable, to him spot,
only purely vegetable remedy on the market. It is made entirely of gentle and as a consequence, has filed a suit
acting, healing, purifying roots, herbs and barks, possessing properties thai of habeas corpus in an attempt to gain
build up and invigorate all parts of the system, in addition to removing all bis liberty, the suit being based on the
impurities and poisons from the blood. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, contentions that the ball, which was
at $1,000, is excessive, and that
Scrofula, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison nnd all fixedwas
he
committed to Jail without any
disorders of the blood by cleansing the circulation of the cause, and it cures reasonable
or probable evidence of
eafely as well as permanently. It is as safe for children and old people as having committed any crime,
says the
for vhose in the prime of life, and is the one blood medicine that may be used Prescott Journal-Miner- .
l!ook on the blood sent free to all wht
without fear of bad
Arguments in the habeas corpus prowrite.
ceedings will be heard this afternoon,
THE SWIFT SPECIFSC CO., ATLANTA, CA,
1

after-effect-

Mrs. Bambini,

at ner parlors,

No.

West Railroad
venue, Is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tre-.- t
corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. Sh
glvts massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of ccnvplexion
cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to bo Injurious.
Sue alsc orcpares a hair tonic tbat
cures end prevents dandruff and hair
falling out: restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
All of theje preparations ere pureiy
vegetable compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
It is also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage
209

gether?-- '

25,-oo-

inary sneep and cattle inspector of the
northern district of New Mexico, was
In the city this week on official business, says the Raton Range. Dr.
Blanche has represented the northern
portion of the territory In this capacity for the past three years and is especially popular with the stockmen of
this section. Dr. Blanche predicts
heavy shipment of stock for this fall
and expects to be able to give prompt
servico to the shippers when they notify him for Inspection.
The inspection of sheep and cattle
before shipping is a government provision and, while It entails no cost on
the shipper, it must bo observed. Dr.
Blanche has served the shippers in
this capacity faithfully during his
term of office and there are no complaints against him and during the
entire three years he has caused no
shipper to wait. There is a tendency,
however, on the part of the shippers
to fail to give 4 ho inspoctor time
enough to make his dates before shipment and a disposition to delay bringing stock Into the yards early enough
In the day so that the work can be
properly completed. Dr. Blanche desires to ask shippers to see that their
stock reaches Raton, especially, as
early as possible in the day, so that
neliher himself nor the shippers wn
be Inconvenienced.
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT BY INSTALLING A
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
WE WILL BE DELKHTaED TO SEE YOU AND WILL
CHEERFULLY 8HOW YOU OUR COMPLETE LINE
OF GAS HEATER8 AND RANGES. ALL SIZES, ALL
KINDS. WE HAVE JUST THE ONE TO SUIT YOU.

The Albuquerque

iC0
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fiintkote Rooting

First and Marqaette

J. F. PALMER

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phone.
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PATRON

These preparations are considered the most remarkable ever introduced in this country. The sale
of them is spreading over the United States and
Canada with the utmost rapidity and is tremendous
in all of the large cities.
We will take pleasure in explaining the nature of
these great preparations to all who will call at our store.
We sell them as follows:

7

U

Albaqaerqtxe, New Mexico

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

Have Secured and Have on Sale a Consignment of

COOPER'S NEW DISCOVERY
COOPER'S QUICK RELIEF

Gas, Electric Light and Power Co
CORNER 4th A MO QOLO
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I

:

A Perfect God Send

Ohio.

J

In ttoek to outfit tbo
kpmostororythtna
fastidious bar oomploto

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwert for Jo. ft.
8chlitz. Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yet(owton,
Green River, W. H. McBrayers Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
'
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Vineries.
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect oor
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalogue and Price Lie,
ipfued to dealers only.

Anti-stam-

PURELY VEGETABLE

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLl
tm in

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

pur-

chase of Cuba for $12o,nno,ttoo,
and holding out threat of selr-ur- e
should Spain refuse to sell.
l.v.'.S
Col. Robert K. Ieo captures
John Brown, flnd his men at
uarpers Ferry.
lfftlS American nr.iy and navy takes
formal poss'ssion of Porto Kieo
at San Juan.
October 19
130 first general court in America
held at Boston.
K.75 King Philip, with about
800
Indians, attacks Hatfield, Msr,.,
but is driven off.
1765
act congress, meeting in New York, after drafting
a memorial to the king and parliament, adopts a "Declaration
of Rights."
1781
Lord Cornwallls surrenders t
Yorktown to the allied American and French forces, practically ending the war for Independence.
1864 Oen. Sheridan turns defeat Into
victory at Cedar Creek. (Sherl-dan'- s
ride.)
October 20
1781 Oen. Clinton sails
from New
York with 7,000 men to reinforce Cornwallls at Yorktown,
not having received word of the
surrender.
1781
Mohawk Valley, in New York,
invaded by Indians.
17S3
Virginia cedes to congress its
claims to territory north of the

Consolidated Liquor Company

GIRL'S ANNEX TO UNIVERSITY!
O. A. R. MEMORIAL

Chas Mellni, BucmAry
O. DacbecbL Trfxuwrer.

O. Olotnl,

recoir-mendin-

Hie

o

e

W. R. C. "BUTTS IN" AND BUILDS

s

Mass-Cillisett-

,
October 14
passes on art
1CS5- - Massachusetts
prohibiting the Immigration of
Quakers; any who arrive are to
receive twenty lashes and be
Imprisoned; death Is to lie the
penalty
for returning after
transportation.
1733 John and Charles Wesley sail
from England for America.
October 15
17MS
President Washington sets out
In his carriage to make a tour
of the northern states.
October 16
.
Massachusetts fleet of thirty-twvessels arrives before Quebec, under command of rhlps,
is later
wiiose incompetency
demonstrated.
3710
I'ort Koyal, S. C, captured by
nn English fleet, aided by an
army from the colonies.
iS',9 John lirown makes a raid Into
irtfnla to free the slaves.
1S63 O-n-.
Orant appointed to the
command of the western armies.
October 17
1GS3 First session of a popular assembly In New York.
1798 Notorious alien and sedition
laws passed by congress.
1803 The Eighth congress assembles
in extraordinary session to act
on the treaty with France by
which Louisiana Is ceded to the
United States.
182$ The Delaware
nd Chesapeake
canal is opened.
1853 Beventy-flvadverturers, under
Col. William Walker, sail from
San Francisco to establish a
colony In Lower California.
October 18
lbi De Soto fights a terrible battle
with Mobile Indians in Alabama,
2,600 Indians shot or burned;
Spanish losses 18 killed and 150
wounded.
1631 Massachusetts
Puritans limit
suffrage to members of the
church, putting the government
U the hands of the minority and
excluding threefourths of the

PAQK THRCK.
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INTERESTING EVENTS

EVENING CITIZEN.

-

$1.00 per bottle; 6 for $5.00
50c per Bottle

ZJ

Corner Second Street and Railroad Avenue

i
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The Optic Bays that "San Mlsticl ootinly expects to
the banner county of New Moxloo aiiln when the
tlmo cnmi'K to measure Ihe vole that will lip nivcn tor

CITIZEN

Delegate Andrews." If San Miguel excels Ilerniilillo, In
proportion to population. It is certain aho will have to
liintle. Hut. (hen, San Miguel H the home of Candidate
I arrazolo,
and that mnv add to her republican majority.

hi Citizen Publishing Company
(

W. T. MeCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

id Mit

STATEHOOD

Any fair man attending the primaries In tin city
precincts, ut which the Inkers made their effort to cap
ture the republican party, will admit tint the regular

CONDITION

Coneress has the power and a mimher of congressmen are .clearly showing the disposition, if Arizona shall
defeat Joint stateliood, to combine the two territories
without the consent of either, into one government.
Such government can he only a territory or n state. S,me
congressmen have expressed themselves as In f:ivor of
keeping the combined area under territorial fcovernnx-n- l
In order, as they express It, that the Arizonans may Ret
acquainted with the people of New Mexico, for whom
at the present tlmo they seem to have such an antipathy.
A Joint territory would be open to all the objections,
teal or imaginary, which can possibly bo advanced
UKainst a Joint state, while In addition there are many
nd serious reasons why a joint territory would bo
intolerable.
There is this to be said against the probability of
Ute Joint territory plan. The "sole reason for Jointure ot
ny kind is the desire of congress to get rid of territorial government on the mainland of America, combined
with the unalterable opposition of the remainder of the
country to admit to equality with the existing states two
more, which are of limited resources and must always be
of sparse population. This desire would no more be
gratified and the ohjectlon no more removed by the
tc
combined territory than by letting the two remain
na it present. On the other hand, the Joint stale
would both meet the desire and remove the objection.
Therefore it seems probable that ry an overwhelming vote for jointure, in the event of its defeat by Arl-mNew Mexloa. will be in common to use great
against a united territory and in favor of a joint
state, should congress still refuse us Bingle stateh.xxl.
No one doubts that In this matter, as in all others,
Andrews can better represent New Mexico and
e more successful In protecting her interests, by his
persona! Influence and the influence of his many friends
in congress, than could any other man In llio whole
?ep-ara-

a.

Oei-r-sa-

TALK WITHOUT REASON
Eecause C. E. Newcomer was in Santa re, in a
rxisition. having the sanction of selection by
Governor Hagerman, the m iming Journal contends that
he was r" longer a citizen of ISernalilio county and
berefore"aie republican vcters of this county had
nothing to do with nominating Mr. Newcomer for col
lector and treasurer. That he was nominated in open
omrention, by the delegates whom the republicans in
the ex
the several precincts 8ent to the convention for conven
mess purpose of nominating a ticket the only
tion of any kind or of any party called and elected and
assembled for that purpose in this county this fall
all these facts count for nothing with that truthless en
emy of the republican party.
Mr. Newcomer is the candidate of the republican
party of Bernallllo county regularly nominated by the
delegates of the republican voters. But how is It with
Mr. Beaven, the Journal's candidate for the same ortice
Mr. Beaven of Santa Fe coal fame? Old the repub
lh:an voters of the county have anything to do with
nominating him? Did the democrat voters of the coun
ty have anything to do with nominating him? Wns he
Won
nominated by the republican county convention?
can
lie nominated by the
didates who met and called themselves a convention?
"Wa he nominated by a democrat mass meeting in the
absence of any convention of that party? Was he nom
ruated at all? Was he not simply picked by one man. in
that man's own nersonul interest, and bv him thrust
upon the bolters' ticket, all booted and spurred and com
mauded to ride?
Yet the morninu natier has the supreme gall, the
adamantine cheek, to urge the people to vota fof J. S
Hoaven for the reason, as It asserts, that the republican
voters of the county had nothing to do with nominating
42. H. Newcomer.
It would be useless to exclaim. Oh
shame, where is thy blush? for the morning paper has
become too contemptible, mentally and morally, to be
able to blush.
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THE JAFFA o
Grocery Comp'y.

1906.

Young Men's Overcoats $10 to $20
Young Men's Suits - 10 to 20
Children's Overcoats $5.00 to $10
Children's Suits - $3.50 to $8.00
Men's and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
Men's and Boy's Hats and

o

Good Things to Eat'

o
o
o
o
o

OYSTERS

FRESH

We a re now handling fresh
oysters, recivlng them direct
r
beds packed In
from th
sealed enns.
Order ynir oysters and got

.
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DRESSED

POULTRY.

PRESSED TURKEYS.
DRESSED DUCKS.
DRESSED SPRING CH1X.
DRESSED HAMS,
and from then on will receive
a shipment of dressed poultry
every week.
The poultry Is from the same
shipper from whom we have

INDUSTRY
GROWING IN NEW MEXICO

ooocxoooooooox

NOW IN

:' ti.

Caps

-

-

It

25c to $6.00

UNDERWEAR--$1.0-

I

to $8.00 per Suit

0

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
FURNITURE
FURNITURE

for
been receiving poultry
years and we can guarantee it
as tine as any grown In Kansas.
Place your orders now and receive the pick of the stock.
Prices guaranteed.

AN AMERICAN

J

o
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o :TPAGOO) Nettleton Fine ShoesS H O B S BMPi
$5.00 to $6.00, Forbush $3.50 to $4.00
o
o
o BOY'S SHOES
BOY'S CAPS
o

On Sat unlay we will receive a
Bhipment of
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o
o
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.'IT IK OYSTERS WITH TUB.
PEKKECT OYSTER
FLAVOR

o
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crats

The United States consumes 26,872. 7m barrels of
salt annually, or u barrel for every three persons in the
land. Last year it went abroad for only t, 151, 133 bar
rels. In 1880 63. j per cent of the salt used In our coun
try was of home production. Last year 95.7 per cent of
the product consumed was produced within the borders
of this country, in 1880 the consumption in this coun
try was oily 0,384,203 barrels. Thus we see that the
neonlo of the United States are using annually three
years ago
times as much salt as they Used twenty-si- x
Only 5,!!81,nH0 barrels were produced in this country in
1880. and the consumers were forced to go abroad for
year the total production at
3,427, f39 barrels.
home was 2,9fiti,122 barrels. The tariff act of 1894
placed salt on the free list and the importation increased to nearly 500,000,000 pounds the following year. The
turiff act of 1897 returned salt to the dutiable list and
salt in bags, barrels or other packages is now subject
to a duty of 12 cents a hundred pounds, or 30. ti cents a
barrel.
states are Michigan and
The chief
New York. Statistics recently gathered by the govern
ment show that Ihe combined output of these two states
of the total output of
amounts to more than
the total production of the United States. The five lead
ing
slates last year were Michigan
which furnished 9,492,173 barrels; New York, 8,359.121
barrels; Ohio, 2,526,508 barrels; Kansas. 2,096,585 bar
rels, ami Louisiana, with 1,055,186 barrels. These five
states contributed 90.61 per cent of the total quantity of
salt produced in the country during the year. Thirteen
states and two territories produce salt on a commercial
scale Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
West Virginia, Michigan, Kansas, Oklahoma, Louisiana
Texas, New Mexico, Idaho, Utah, Nevada and Calilor
nla. In Massachusetts salt is obtained from sea water
by simple evaporation In covered vats.
In the early
history of the country this was an important Industry
but the production has now fallen to insignificant pro
CHILD ERS FOR THE COUNCIL
portions.
York.
beds
from
New
salt conies
The New Mexican has had differences in years gone of rock salt from 1,000 to 1,300 feet deep and
by with W. B. Chllders, republican nominee for the from wells some of which are 2,500 feet deep. The rock
.legislative council from Bernalillo county, and these dif salt is dissolved and recrystalized in preparation for
ferences at times have been quite marked. Mr. Chllders culinary purposes. The brine, which is either a natural
has a temper and it is more than likely that some tern solution or an artificial solution made by water led to
prr exists in the editorial office of the New Mexican. the deposits through wells, is pumped Into covered
Leaving that to one side, however, this paper strong vats, where it is concentrated bv evaporation,
or is
ly endorses the following editorial concerning Mr. Chil piped to chemical works, where It is used without evap
oration.
ders In the recent Issue of the Socorro Chieftain:
Virginia brine
In Pennsylvania, Ohio and West
"Hon. W. B. ChUders is the regular republican nom
taee for the council from the Albuquerque district und wells furnish the supply. One of the most productive
will doubtless be elected. If ability and familiarity with wells is in the oil sands of the Kanawha valley. South
Ihe conditions existing in the territory count for any western Virginia turns out a good quality of rock salt
thins. Mr. Childers will be one of the most valuable and artificial brine Is pumped from deep wells In the
members of the next legislative assembly." New Mex same locality. The salt wells in Michigan are In the
Saginaw and St. Clair valleyB. The beds are of rock
lean.
salt, but they are exploited by means of wells, the art!
The democrats are standing around like lost ctiil ficlal brine from which Is used directly in' chemical
dren. Field and Marron traded them off for a mess of works or Is evaporated to dryness in a series of cover
pottage, and they are not sure they will be happy. It vats. The principal commercial source of salt in Kan
sas is the deposits of rock salt in the central and south
they win.
central part of the state. About one-haof tbe pro.Hic
As republicans study the local situation the regular tlen last year was from direct mining, the remainder
ticket is gaining strength. It looked like a hard fight for being from artificial brine made in wells driven duw
the first two or three days, but now it is only a question to the deposits. Salt is also found In salt marshes In
the state where it has been brought by leaching from
of majority.
clay. The great production of salt in
is from
The republicans of Bernalillo county will not be led beds of rock salt at Petite Anse, in the extreme south
ern part of the slate. The salt is exploited by means
astray by any such crowd as, Ihe
Squawk combination, and they are not going to Kdd of mines with great galleries, each 200 feet long, aim
seventy-fivfeet wide and sixty-fiv- e
feet high, without
lor political advice.
timbering.
Althot'gh the deposits cover only a com
When you see a man who says he only wants turiee oaratively small area, they are of great thickness. On
to serve the people and spatters you all over announcJefferson island, near Petite Anse, a shaft l.K.'ti! fee
ing his
principles, sew up your pockets deep was sunk a pure salt rock without reaching line
licit turn of the deposit.
These beds the government
and put on your mackintosh.
tinils are remarkable for their purity.
Bel. Newcomer was unfortunate enougli to work on
The salt deposits in Oklahoma are in cxtoasiv
a salary, and the
kid glove combination is plains along the Cimarron river in ISiaiiie county and m
against him because of his record. It is vulgar to work the i.ort heastern part of Woods county. Along tin
for a living, according to the oracles of that bunch.
Cimarron river are many springs delivering a clear
satura'ed solution of common salt almost pure. Tin
The republican party of Bernalillo c unity comes be- salt is won in primitive fashion by evaporation in opt
fore the voters with an honest expression of its princi- vats.
occurs in lagoons along the gulf coast ami in
ples, openly announced in its platform, while the other many
lakes or sal lies throughout Texas, from which
fellows have uo party, no name in par lira la r, and no liiucn is taken annually. No repoii of this prodip t ion
platform.
has leached the geological survey. The region of pits
cut commercial importance is in Van Sandt a:id AnderThis wonderful reform administration Field told us son counties, where salt is made from artilieial brines
about In the opera house meeting, has increased the drawn from wells which enter heavy beds of rock salt.
total amount of money taken from the taxpayers of BerThe salt deposits of the trans-Peeo- s
region of
nalillo counjy, n the past two assessments, by more western Texas consist of salines of considerable extent,
than 41,000. The taxpayer should examine the record open to exploitation ,y all comers. Much salt is rebefore he casts Ms vote for a bolter.
moved annually, but no record of the output has ever
bi en kept. New Mexico lias deposits in the shallow lake
The city has increased its levies, in eleven years, basins. The lar.-es- t
of these Is in Ihe west central pari
from (34,000 receivable to ITti.ooo receivulilo, iid during ;:f the territory on the main line of the Santa Ku railthe same years the republican county administrations road. The wau r contains about 20 per cent of salt. The
as represented by the regular republican tleket, and not supply is kept uii hy
which are supposed to rise
counting the last two year under control of the bolters, in salt beds. Throughout Mulio, Utah and Nevada there
are extensive surface deposits of salt, some of which
reduced the county levies by thousand; of dollars.
are associated with bodies of water, while others are n t.
it that "blessed governor" had been allowed to as- The most famous of these is, of course, ihe great Salt
tasia tbe taxpayers of Bernalillo rouuty at the old valulake of Utah. The salt is :m from Ihe brine by simations of dollar for dollar, it would have taken hundreds ple evaporation in great shallow artificial ponds, care
of thousands of dollars from the business men of this being taken not lo allow the bitter salts of the lakes to
rouuty. The Bernalillo county tax payer simply paid enter the commercial article. Sail occurs in vast (juan-tilie- s
double the levy on half the valuation, which was the
in the deposits found In the ancient lake basin in
aauie t the county, and he saved tbe difference In the the southern part of California, but the ouiy conimerc. allerborial tax rate, which was double. Vet this is what ly productive deposits of this character have been Hood
the editors aud orators, of the bolters' comblue are
ed by the recent diversion of the Colorado river into the
about.
Salt on sluk. Chicago Chtouicle.
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Another county has been heard from. The demo
of an Miguel held last night a county convention.
The Optic says that they had a hard time to secure can
didates willing to make the hopeless race for county of
fices, while there are several republican aspirants for
Ach position, the republican convention having not yet
met. Only a few years ago, masquerading under tne
name of the union party and with Felix Martinez as boss,
the democrats successfully controlled that county for a
number of years by fomenting discord In republican
ranks. But Boss Martinez differed from the democrat
boss of Bernalillo county, lie never made the party Interest secondary to his personal affairs. No one ever
heard of his having but one candidate on a combine
ticket. He would combine with any faction which stood
the beft chance ;'or weakening the republican party, but
there were no combines unless the democrats got the
best of the spoils.

OCTOBER

gffl ffljlMlPtfDEzLlL

Boy'. Underwear

e

republicans had the most nun prese.it. The bolters
claim that the primaries were packed, which has been
successfully tienl-Ml- ,
but it has not been donled that John
Heaven wns In precinct 2 and voted. He was right
then working i' Fplit the republican pan. v. so as to secure the trea ir. shlp. The schemers fail.'.!.
It Is said the democrats of Do:n Ana dimly feel
they have so poor a prospect of electing any or tueir
andldates this year, that they are undecided whether
or not 10 pat a ticket In the Hem. ir nils ne ine case,
democracy must be at even a lower ebb in Dona Ana
thai in r.ernnlillo. It Is tine that here they have- no
ticket and have held no convention, but they have a
oss here who was able to force one victim onto the
of ice seekers' ticket.
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NEW MAPLE SYRUP.
NEW PANCAKE FLOUR.
NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.
(old fashioned kind)
NEW DATES,
NEW FIGS.
NEW WALNUTS.
NEW ALMONDS.

Ist

L

Jaffa Grocery Co.
"Good Things to Fat"
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B. K. ADAMS THE BEST IN TOWN
Per Gallon

-

$1.50

Special Price on Large

Orders

-

-

Delivered to any part of the city
and Licensed

Funeral Director

r nones
Corner Fifth
EYES TESTED FREE
FIT GUARANTEED
Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

coiormdo,

Embalmer

M,

Colo.

and Railroad Avenue

THE CELEBRATED

THE SHORT LINE

SOCIALISTS

TECKET

COfY

.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY COLORADO
FROM

NOMINATE

To

QUIET WAY THEY MEET AND
NAME CANDIDATES
FOR
COUNTY OFFICES.

IN A

Bottled

October 15, lire
party of iiernalillo county met in
com em ion and nominated the follow
ing candidates for county offices, after
endorsing V. P. Metcalf. of t'lila city,
as their cundidute for delegate to con
gress.
Member of council J. V'. Hind
On TiH'Hilay,

six-inl-

Id

St.

Bond.

-

E.

and (i.

K.

(iitstufson.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Comity commlHSloners
V.
and H. H. Shoe.
I'rotiate jude A. CraiK.
I'rohate clerk Wtu. Uryce.
Mieriff W. S. Sandon.
Assessor J. W. Weir.

Treasurer and

ME LIN

Herrman

K.

Sole Agents.

Herder

Albuquerque, N.

collector

J

socialist party adopted
wi:h c',:isped liaiuls" us lis
and mono, "Socialist Party,
of tne World I'nite."
Tinticket was filed with
Cl.-iWalker this morning.
CHANGE

US

l'rolute

ON

VEGAS

OPTIC

Cornell, a California newspa-- .
per uiuii, who had leen in the ciiy tor
a few days, left last night for I .as
Vegas, where he has gone to look
at the position of manager for the
If it suits him, he may accept
!'
tinposition and subsequently secure
a tinaiicMl interest In the I.as Vegas
Optic company.
It is well known
that Mr. McNury. the principal stockholder in the Optic company, would
lll-to have a practical newspaper
limn in charge cd affairs . ihe Optic
oilier, as he has for next year an offer
oof an alluring position in t ii Klrst
.V.r.uiil hunk of V. I'aso. Mr. Cor-i- '
II in an old newspaper puhllsher ami
wi n. i. and was president of the Cor-r.e- ll
Typ4. foundry of San Francisco,
hcMde, iicintf the manager of a irlnt-er'- s
supply house, also in that city, a
Inisluess wiped out hy the earthquake
and tire last 'April. V. T.

WOOD

Beaven

.

a. m.
Kliman & Marvin,
irunitists. Toledo, O.
Wholesale
No. 1 runs direct
Mall s Cutarrn Cure is taken internally, No. 7 runs direct
h. iiiik directly uHin the blood and muNo. 3 runs direct
system. Testimonials
rium HurfucM of the
7&c. per buttle.
Sold by
sent free,
San Francisco.
all UruKtflNts.
All trains dally.
Take Hulls Family Fills for cunstlpa
T.
lion.
Wai.liiiK.

1

ence where

a merchant, starting: on

a small scale, became a
success in a few years.

marked

started within his means, each
year he kept adding a little to his
stock until finally he had the largest and best store In town.
A bank account grows in
tbe
same way. You can start with a
sman amount, add to it from time
to time, just what you can spare,
(it's a good plan to deposit regularly, and you will find that your
account will grow more than you
had expected.
He

Tilt

Of COMMERCE

BANK

ALEUQUERQUE.
.1

1; ST

I

NEV

MEXICO

i ECEI VED

7j

to Los Angeles.
to San Franrlsco.
to Los Angeles sac

We keep the quality ot our bread
up to the highest. This is possible
by using;

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not only in mixing- and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
youll have to use Balling's Bread.
-

PIONEER BAKERY,

tor
THE

SOUTH riRBT BTRCtT.
ELITE

NEAR

j.

BOOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

NO. 118

E. PURDY, Agent.

MATTEUCCI.

A

We Keep It Up

-

CHI-INK-

twin.

of instances in your experi- -

LOMMORI

tin effect July 1, 1006.)
Eastbound.
No. 2 Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
a. uj., departs 8:25 a. in.
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:6!
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.75
p. m., departs 12:03 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart
S.
7:45 p. in.
Westbound.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:5
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3. California Limited, arrives
DANCEI DANCEIt DANCEIIT AT
11:05 a. m.. departs 11:25 a. m.
COLOMBO HALL EVERY SATUR- No. 7, Mexico & California Express
DAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS,
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs
LADIES FREE.
p. m.
Southbound.
How's This?
No. 27 El Paso train, departs at 12:35
We otter One Hundred J'ollar Hewanl
P. ni.
fur nny cas of Catarrh thut cunnot lie
J. Local freight- train. No. 99, south
cured l.v lull's C'Htarrh Cure.
CO., Toledo, Ohio.
bound, departs at 6 a. m., sod car
known h.
v.
the uiiileiBlKncil. have
rles passengers.
and
.1. I'h.nev
l.ir Hie l"t '& years,
In all
t.eli. ve him perfectly honorable
Arrives From South.
financially
able
and
liusin.Hs transactions
No. L'2, Mexico Express, arrives
to carry out any obllKatlons made by tils

John

n die a numb

at the
The finest train service to fbe above Champion Grocery
and Meat Market
po'nts; also to New Orleans, MemCor. Seventh and TIJeras
Evansville, Ind.; A
phis. Vie.ksb.irg.
choice line of Imported Goods DNashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack-- i
irect from Italy.
nville, Fla., and all other polufa in
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of choice groRAILROAD TIME TABLE! ceries.

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
$6.50
PER TON

a "solie
emblem,
Workers

-

PROBABLE

CHICAGO,

COAL

Del'-sate-

Tit.-

To
MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,

Af.

Automatic Phone, 199.

Scliri ii'iler.
School suiierintendeiit
V. E. Kerr.
Coutity surveyor .1. J. ityan.
to cimstitutlonal convention Low, V. O'Hannon. George J.
I'eacocli, .Nietit. Olcsim,
James Stewart

Duiuih

ONE NIQH1

& EAKIN

I

Paul, Minneapolis,

AND THE NORTHWEST.
the couth and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth St
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

ii- -l

intra.

82.

Illinois Central R,R.!You

CORRECT
114

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red

Bh 2o

West Sliver Avenue,
Manager.

E. CALLOWAY,

V
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19,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

GRAND

POLITICAL POINTERS

OH! WHAT A D F

ORDER

EASTERN

WENES

STAR
HERE
When the orators of the bolters denounce the llubbells for using the
courts to influence voters, and then KNIGHT TEMPLARS CLOSE MEET
announce thr.t the court Is with them,
SELECT AND INSTALL NEW
voter dizzy.
it makes the common
OFFICERS FOR ENSUING
Sncli reform is wonderful.
YEAR.
;

FEREtiCE NOW

Elec.lon bets posted ct Xe'ger's cafe
!
nftnrnoon
since late yesterday
1h;it H. Knupe does not carry I'recinct
H; $.V) that A. K. AVnlkf-- r carries Precincts 12 nnd 2H combined: $lm itiat
will be elected i n fl.ial ref
I'i'.iirr tht rapt ton
"Why ".i; Albright
Useful Mr. Ncwci'iiuT Came Hark sults.
From Santa Ft'," the Albuquerque
H,s the morning yawp ever b.'en
.Morning Journal, styled as the Albuanything actually to the interest
querque Fakir Journal, devoted a for the
people? H has been mainltin-elarge amount of Its first page spare of
for the purpose of supporting and
to I'M. Newcomer, who is the candidefending certain corporations, and It
date on the regular republican ticket has no Interests aside from those of
for treasurer and
collector its masters.
Will republican
of Ilornalillo county. The KvenltiK follow such leadership and be ohvoteis
out
Citizen tukea the following extracts at the Hist opportunity?
from the Fakir Journal's article of
t his morning:
The rciiblican party of Bernalillo
"There are u few facts In connec- county, through its represent aiives In
tion with the forming of this Hubbell the territorial council, N"stor
a
ticket which tend to destroy this ficand W. H. tireer.
oted with
tion. For Instance: there is the
Catron In his effort to h:ive the
of the nomination of .Mr.
of money by the legislature
C. K. Newcomer for county treasurer. faithfully
accounted for. Thus Is an"Now Mr. Newcomer, as you know, other falsehood
by me morning yawp
was chief deputy sheriff under T. S. nailed.
tiubliell for about eight years, during
which .Mr. Hubbell was getting front
The republicans of Hernalill.t counflS.imo to $17.ono of your money each ty
not listen to the wliu ranting
year, or a little more than lialf the of will
the morning publication, as they
annual Income of the county.
well know, by experience, that it Is
"Mr. Newcomer hns been a very only working for what there is in it
useful man to the llubbells in the past for that publication. It will be reand apparently he hasn't outlived his membered that it deserted Kodey only
usefulness.
three days
the convention in
"T. S. Hubbell. as his friends agree, which he wasbefore
it has dedefeated,
is not a very successful bookkeeper. serted every other man and
principle
Indeed, It is said that he doesn't com- on the political calendar and
of Hernalillo
prehend Intricacies of long division county, including Andrews,
the presso that you can readily see that for
ent candidate for delegate to conhim. alone and unaided, getting $8.(M)0 gress.
a year out or the county for feeding
14,000 worth of food to the prisoners
Hon. A. A. Jones, chairman of the
in tho county Jail would have been territorial
central commitnext to un Impossible job even with tee, came democratic
in
Silver City this
Hubbell county commissioners neg- morning, nnd from
was found at headquarlecting to audit the accounts.
ters in the Orant building an hour
"The fact is that Mr. Hubbell didn't later. He states
that Candidate
do It. Mr. Newcomer did it. He was
and Hon. K. V. Chaves of this
a very useful man."
city will address San Mareial people
tonight and will be In Socorro tomor"Mr. Hubbell wanted an honest row night.
Mr.
Monday
man who would not object to dishon- Larra.olo will make a afternoon
at Heresty on tho side. Ha couldn't find nalillo, and that nightspeech
nt the court
the combination and he couldn't run house In Old Albuquerque, lie will
for the Job himself because, the gang appear at the Elks' opera house
n
wouldn't stand for it. Kven the gang next Tuesday night.
has its limit.
"The: situation
was pretty badly
muddled, when two days before the WALTER WEINMAN
convention the ever useful Mr. Newcomer was recalled. The telegraph
wires to Santa Fe were heated up
LAST NIGHT
with messages, and Mr. Newcomer
finally came down and submitted to
TWENTY-FIRSbe used. He merely resumed his for- HIS
BIRTHDAY
mer position with the boss, after a
AND PRESENTED WITH PARTrest of about a year.
NERSHIP IN GOLDEN RULE

THEN

Mon-toy-

l.ar-razo- lo

CEL-EBRAT-

"And don't you reckon that Mr.
Newcomer Is just as much a Hubbell
man since Hubbell brought hiin back
from Santa Fe county as he was during the years he kept Tom Hubbell's
accounts; accounts which did about
half the work in iloubling your tax
rate in less than ten years?
"Do you thing, Mr. Voter, when yon
stop and go over the situation for
yourself, that Mr. Newcomer Is just
the man you want to take care of all
your county funds?"

THE RIGHT MAN
Under the caption, "The Right
Man," the Albuquerque Fakir Journal, in its Issue of Wednesday, February 14, has the following to say.
highly complimentary of Mr. Newcomer, when thai gentleman's name
was mentioned in connection with the
appointment of probate clerk of this
county, vice James Summers, de-

ED

DRY GOODS COMPANY.

Yesterday, Walter Welnniann, son
of Mr. ami Mrs. J. A. Welnniann, was
21 years old, and. In honor of tha
event, last night, he gave a "stag"
party to a number of his young gentleman friends at the handsome home
of his ij rents. No. 80'J West Copper
avenue. It was a grand feast, and all
who attended pronounce it one of the
finest dinners ever set out on such
an occasion in Albuquerque. While
Walter and his young friends were
having "the best time of their lives"
on the lower floors of the residence,
the father with a party of older
friends held sway upstairs, and it was
a merry party all around. During the
evening, the senior Weinmann announced that, as a present to his son
o his twenty-firs- t
birthday, he had
given him a partnership In the Golden
nule Dry Goods company. Walter Is
receiving congratulations from many
friends today.
COURT

ceased.
Here Is the article:
"A PETITION WAS CIRCULATED
YESTERDAY, AND NUMEROUSLY

-

The (Irand Order of the Eastern
Star convened at Masonic Temple this
mornin? at 10 o'clock. There were
thirty In attendance from different
points in the territory.
Reports or the grtnd officers were
Heard und lotorrul to the various
coinniiitees when the meeting was adjourned until this afternoon at 1:30
o'clock when the lodge reconvened
to elect and Install new officers. The
session will probably be adjourned at,
4 ocIock nnd it is thought there will
be no further hitsinrss to come before
the grand order.
All of the officers were prtsent this
mottling when the order convened.
I hey arc:
Grand matron, Mrs. Minnie Miller,
Albuquerque; grand (atron. Dr. J. C.
Slick. Clayton; assistant grand matron. Mrs. C. P. Stevens, llatnn; assistant grand patron, John E. Griffith,
Socorro; grand secretary, Mrs. Elizabeth Harsch,
Albuquerque; grand
treasurer. Mrs. Minerva Keed. Las Vegas; grand connductress, Mrs. I,ena
Holion, Carlsbad; assistant grand conductress, Mrs. C. (J. Duncan, Socorro;
grand chaplain, Mrs. Alice Chandler,
Albuquerque; grand marshal, Jolin T.
Holton, Carlsbad; grand organist. Miss
Essie Copp, Albuquerque: grand Adah
Mrs. Eilyth
Everltt,
Albuquerque;
grand ruth, Kate B. Moir. Dcmlng;
grand r.sther, Mrs. Francis Coolip,
grand marshal, Mrs. Rosa
Raton; grand Electa, Mrs. E. I.,
tlrowne, I.as Vegas, grand warden,
Mrs. Maud Snook, Raton.
Visitors from a distance In attendance at the Grand Ixidge meeting Include: E. L. Browne, past grand patron, I.as Vegas; Mrs. E. T. C. Warren
past grand matron. Sliver City; Inez
Chesum, past grand matron, Roswen;
Mrs. Bertha Risden, grand
Martha,
Katon; S. R. Dearth, Las Vegas; Mrs.
M.
Raton;
Apple,
Mrs. J. W.
Charles
t'Jdwards, Newton, Kas.; Mrs. Thomas
Hudson, Doming; Mrs. Ruby H. Griffith, Socorro; J. W. Edwards,
past
grand patron, Newton, Kas.; Mary
H. Duncan, Socorro; J. I Chase, past
grand patron, Socorro,
Knight Templar Close Meet.
The sixth annual convocation Grand
Knights Templar of New Mexico was
closed late yesterday afternoon. After hearing the reports of the grand
otficers the following elective and appointed officers were installed for the
coming year:
Arthur Everitt of Albuquerque right
eminent grand commander;
J. C.
Slack, of Clayton, very eminent dep-utgrand commander; O. l. Gregory,
of I.as Vegas, eminent grand generalissimo; .1. H. Wroth of Albuquerque,
eminent grand captain general; Geo.
Shepard of Dcmlng, eminent grand
senior warden; Frank Hrnning of Raton, grand junior warden; C. D. Stevens oi Katon, eminent grand prelate;
A. J. Maloy of Albuquerque, eminent
grand treasurer; A. A. Keen of Albuquerque, tminent grand recorder; C.
D. Boucher of I.as Vegas, eminent
grand standard bearer; W. P. Fox of
Albuquerque, eminent grand sword
bearer; John W. Poo of Albuquerque,
eminet grand captain of the guard.
On behalf of the Grand Uidge, E.
A. Cahoon of Roswell presented Past
(irand Commander Alex. Stephens
with the jewel symbolic of his rank
and the grand commander then directed the presentation of a similar jewel
to Past Grand Commander J. P.
Sir Knight C. D. Stephens
was delegated to present a like badge
to Past Grand Commander C. N.
Blackwell of Raton.
The next, annual conclave of the or
der win be held at Carlsbad on the
dsy following the closn of the meeting
:;of the
Grand Royal Arch Chapter.
Ka-to-
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JAP NOW WORD'S
CHAMPION RUNNER

v

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
.MIMOl'R!

F17.1II.

,

OUR RUQ DEPARTMENT Is a revelation to those who
visit it, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
from the best looms.

Japanese athlete is now champion short distance runner of the
A

WTK7r?T?r

ALBERT FA BUR
....

world.
Mlmourl

Fuji a student in the lin.
perial universtly or Tokyo, performed the following
Ran
feats:
ioo
meters (109 yards plus) In 9
seconds, electrical timing, and pole
vaulted 12 feet
inches. These
performances were certified to by the
f president of the university and' tho
J M..I
physical director, who sent a letter
to the Japan Daily Mail and to athlete authorities in the t'niled States
and Great Britain, asking that the)
be accepted as records.
The
performance is far
better than that of Arthur B. Duffey. by
electrical apparatus such an
of AmerlcB. If correct.
Duffev ran
vanann
"n"
nut j.inn in n , z eeiJiius ,:n' vav '".
Q
B in.il
1.1111
OI ..
. .
foet
1HI19 i,i
i .ears oi;i
'I'1.,,,,
i.
,,ii ,
nts iii i .inn weiv'.is atiout
books at the time. Fujiiii w?s timed g pounds.
21-1-

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

in

4

Staab Building

Hottsehold Goods
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

100-niet- er

... ....
"

..a,

-

FURNITURE, CROCKERY

i.-.-

STOVES AND RANGES
LOCAL

PARAGRAPHS

i

E. G. Abrahams, soufh western trot..

ellng agf nt for a wholesale drug house

of Kansas City, is in the city today.
Dr. C. W. Harrison, who was nt Tjir
Vegas on court matters, returned to

'

SPECIALS

FCR

SuIDAY

BORRADAILE

a,

ya

M. BERGER.

000C0
FRENCH

Our Lights

H UTTER

unredeemed overcoats
at Rosenfield's, 115
West Railroad avenue.

for sale cheap

Stops itching
instantly.
Cures
piles, eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch,
hives, herpes, scabies Loan's Ointment. At any drug store.

FINK LINE OF

Than

CAKES
Always on Hand.

Home-Mad-

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended

0

to

0K0COt00C0

Convenience - Comfort - Security

GET ON THE SAFE SIDE
and see

telephone makes the
lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewer.
The

MITCHNER
212 South Second

NUT

HUE AD
Better

firm,

ry

BAKERY

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors

Spelter.
Oct.

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

!13 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

Glad Hand

Imis,

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with
Woman,
Especially, if she tells you to order
Rack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (u you Should
get the order), that you could
find It, for every first-cla- s
groeaa
handles EMPRESS. Yoa lrtl) fciwm
find good bread, good blaculta, sow
pastry and moat Important oi
good cheer to greet you whn
come home for your dinner. Try M.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empreas a
all others.

USERS OF

St.
$6.20.

& GO,,

NUT CAKE1
DATE CAKES
FIG CAKES
CHOCOLATE CAKES
COCOANUT CAKES
CHOCOLATE SPECIALS
CREAM PUFFS
PIES OF ALL KINDS
MACCAROONS
KISSES, ETC.
TRY OUR BREAD, BETTER THAN

the city last night. While at Las Vegas. Dr. Harrison
In nnaiiltfitlnn
with Dr. Black, secretary of Lie New
nt m meuicai Doara.
J. H. Fenner. the well known eiiD-lneer on the Santa Fe Pacific, who has
been seriouslv ill the
HOME-MADis reported convalescing, and many
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
menus win tie pie ted to learn that,
"Good Thing to Eat."
he hopes to be up and around shoitly.
0
H. L. Dickson, formerly district atHAIR WORK.
torney of this COIintv. nnw a resl.l..nt
of San Bernardino, has been appoint
Mrs. Rutherford, at homo to anyone
ed general counsel of tn Brotherwanting hair work done, every Wedhood of Locomotive Firemen,
Bays nesday, at 617 South Broadway.
the Kingman Miner, with n nln rv of
$5,000 per year.
The- - appointment
runs ior two years and if he makes
good during that period his appointment will Ik for life. This is a nice
fat position and Dick's many friends
are pleased to see him climb the ladder round by round
"Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlo Oil is the
best remedy for that often fatal diseasecroup. Has been used with
SllCCess ill Olir fjimllv for niih, voi.ru"
Mrs. L. Whiteacre. Buffalo, N. Y.
Gave us the
The first annual ball of the Jolly
Haymakers' association lilll i,Q ,rt
at Colombo hall on Tuesday. October
an.
iKKets 1, ladles free.
For a mild easv action of tin, lwnv.
TODAY
els a single dose of Loan's Regulets
is enough. Trea'ment cures habitual
Many Users of
constipation.
23 cents a box.
Ask
your druggist tor hem.
ELECTRIC
LIGHTS KICKED

A big Una of

Padilla Not Guilty.
REPAIRS TO BE COM"Not guilty," was the Jury's verdict
SIGNED, ASKING GOVERNOR
in the case of Jose Padilla this mornTO APPOINT C. E. NEWing in the district court. The Jury
PLETED NEXT WEEK
COMER TO THE COUNTY CLERK- was instructed to find such a verdict
SHIP MADE" VACANT BY THE by Judge Abbott upon recommendaEVDEATH OF MR. SUMMERS.
tion of Prosecuting Attorney Clancy. MANAGER DURBIN STATES LIGHT
ERYBODY KNOWS 'ED.' NEWCOMCOMPANY WILL DUPLICATE
ER. EVERYBODY LIKES HIM FOR
Many Witnesses in Moya's Case.
MACHINE.
HIS GENIAL PERSONAL QUALIJose Moyn, indicted for unlawfully
TIES,
AND
REEVERYBODY
drawing and flourishing a pistol on
Electric wires In Albuquerque were
SPECTS HIM FOR HIS ABILITY Auril 28 last, on the east side of the
last evening between the
AND FOR THE CLEAN AND COMSanta Fe tracks, was callnG for trial dead again
PETENT MANNER IN WHICH HE when court convened at 2 o'clock this hours oi (i und 7 o'clock while linemen
were engaged In making some changes
EVHAS ALWAYS
DISCHARGED
A large .mmber or witalternoon.
ERY
PUBLIC
RESPONSIBILITY nesses have been subpoenaed in the In the temporary line which connects
PLACEO UPON HIM, AND BEEN case which will probably not go to the the Santa Fe shops with the city wir-lag. The Albuquerque Gas, Electric'
FAITHFUL AMONG THE FAITH- jury before late this evening.
..igh; anu Power company now se-- ,
LESS FOUND.' HE IS ACCREDIT.
1"0 kilowats of power from the
cures
ED, WE BELIEVE, BY A LARGE
MOsher Found Guilty.
MAJORITY OF HIS FELLOW CITIThe jury in the Mosher case brought cants Fe.
iianager Durbln of the Albuquerque
ZENS, WITH THE POSSESSION OF in u verdice of guilty In the district
stated this morning that a
THE
THREE JEFFERSON AN court yesterday evening. There were company
QUALIFICATIONS. HONESTY, COM- three indictments returned ajralnsc part of the repairs to the machine
PETENCY
AND WORTHINESS. Mosher who was tried for obtaining a winch burned out Wednesday will be.
AND SUCH BEING THE CASE. THE signature to a check under false pre- here tomorrow. These were shipped
GOVERNOR
WOULD
NO tenses. The penalty which attaches is from Milwaukee where the factory is
MAKE
MISTAKE IN APPOINTING HIM TO from one to three years in the peni- working night and day to supply the
remainder or the repairs. The maTHE OFFICE TO FILL THE UNEXtentiary.
chine is of special dimensions and tuu
PIRED TERM."
nceessorits have to be supplied acAstonishing Verdict.
In the case or Alfonso
glesias, a cordingly.
Tli;;!'s the strongest endorsement,
e uope to have the machine inMonteziimaland uhn mms
tie most flattering language pos- naiive (1ofWith
stalled by the middle or next week,'
rarrvinir tnn,nle1
sible, thai lias ever been published dl.lrg'
ons. on appeal from Judge Crawford's Mr. Durbln stated.
"We are using
in any newspaper within the Knowevery enort to get the material here
ledge of the editors of The Evening court wnere he was fined $50. the
as soon as possible and hope the yub-ti- c
Citizen, and yet. within the space of jury found Alfonso not guilty as
will lear with us."
only a few months, the same paper charged. Assistant Marshal Kennedy
" nut was the matter wi h
the manow cannot find words nuv.n enough lestitieu tnat he. found the gun on the chine?"
person
the accused who had strapwith which to vilify and condemn Kd. ped It of
"i do not know fnless It' was of deon when he went after the
Newcomer, simply because he is a
to arrest officers for interfering fective workmanship,
it has a cacandidate on the' regular republican sneriff
to keep the peace in the Monte Carlo pacity of 10,001) sixteencundle powtr
ticket for :rasii!"'f
aid
siloou, of which the accused is a lights and it was not worked near that
collector.
roprietor. This occurred on Septem limit. There is no apparent reason
Hi re Is Tb levelling Citizen's
ber , last. .luiUe Abbott had the evi- then why the machine should burn out
for that officerdence siricktn out. leaving the YgUv since it was not overloaded, unless it
as due to defective workmanship.
admission that he carried the
"The company will make arrangei tie jury brought in a verdict of
fciin.
not guil'y after three minutes of delib-- i ments to duplicate the machine so in
at ion. The Judge and court atcase it burin out aain pleiit yof retaches wire manifestly surprised at serve power will be available. It will
require about si xnionths to build a
the verdict.
similar machine."

PACE FIVE.

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

duties

St

YOU NEED

A TELEPHONE

IN

HOME

YOUR

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
7

1

1

Unprecedented
BARGAINS

Saturday Night,

I

I,

9

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

to 9

7

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne
Always Ready to Serve

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water

On Ice

311 SOUTH FIRST STREET
Li Vela Rooming Bouse in Connection,

113

Vest Lead Avenue

11

I

WRECK

f ''
i

sfvv

f

C.

-

E.

NKWCOMEK.

-

Candidate on the Republican Ticket
for Treasurer and
Collector wf LeriialUlo futility.

t

MlNSLOW
TIESJP

TRAFFIC

EOR

SATURDAY

DRESSED TURKEYS
DRESSED SPRING CHICKENS
DRESSED HENS

The wreck of a freight train west of
Winslow. Arizona, last night caused
DRESSED DUCKS
traffic to he delayed on the Santa F
BULK OYTERS
to.iay. All the ,ast and west hound
KOSHER SAUSAGE
passenger trains were hours behind
CHEESE rF ALL KINDS
tun., last night, arriving after midREMEMBER
OUR BAKERY
WE
night this uioriilni:
MAKE THE BEST OF
tlie firs! section of No. 1 is reported
CAKES
on time. The second sect!
PIES
uled to arrive at S:3u tonight. There
BREAD
Were no rei.orts on tlm t...
ROLLS, ETC.
of No. 7 at 4 o clock this afternoon.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
8 Is bulletined to
rioin .ii
esi
"Good Things to Eat."
arrive at 7:2u p. m. and No. 4 at ll:5'J.
From the meaner infurniuiion ..i.
!
"Had dyspepsia or ".rin
r. '
out at the Santa Fe offices it is learnNo Hpiet:le. and what I (ltd
ed that the wreck has been cleared eat
distressed nie terribly, tlitriock
up and traffic will be normal again
Hlood
Hitters cured toe." J. H
wiUiin a short time.
Walker, Sunbury. Ohio.
ige--:-

O'RIELLY 8c CO,
J. H. LEADING
DRUGGISTS

Leon B.Stern.proprjetop

ZZ'

Two Hours of Profitable Buying at

Matt Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

the Store that Never Disappoints.
Money

14

Saving

Opportunities

j

Ovunt Them
For Ladies
Lace or embroidered handkerchiefs, 0 for

Kcintiaiits of Silk and Satin
Ribbons all colors, worth
up to "ie yard; special. Jj
White Canvas Handbags,
silvered
frame. worth

"'

20c

White Canvas Handbags,
frame,
cloth
covered
$1.1111
alues
SOO
Children's lle.usl.iii Caps,
1
and $ '.' values,
hilglitly soiled, each
25C
l.aiiey'
patent
leather
1

a
kid top SIhm-h- ,
' s'. :''. '"'
regular
"'ic a id ."ic Novell y Mesh
Veilings;
icc:al

xhiii

--

SI

OS

25

handkerchiefs,
liidervvcar,
grades

:j

for....irC

elastic

and

Fleeced

I

hemmed

finish,

Linen

7."ic

k 11

bo-ol-

ii

fancy

,"0

Ma
$1.1111

C o

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAM PL AND
CLUB ROOMS

omos 0tXOO0oao

.

v

re

o

T h e CITIZEN

l-

pan-

strum, dependab
uders, p.i.r
last:c S

(io.nl,

0OeKe0C0C00e)0

' 08

N"

quality.

$!.on and M "'i a!f She
style, with
coiu:ri-.-

the

West Railroad Avenue

75o

!JC
ietie

20

Comme roi
P i li t i k

I

ieiy the pair
Fleeced
Holies,

500

-

ll

Hegular

i

Prop'r.

Finest Whiskies

: .

and $!.u"

colo'ed l.li"
ilered Sliitts. a $1 val

St ft

BARNETT,

J JOSEPH

For Men
25

The St. Elmo

Ltt0r Hmt

KHVIOP0

Not

Hadu

In

oia
tmrm

Program

-

JOB Rooms

w.

vmrythlmga

prlnfr

hw

to

km

o,

...

EVEX1X0CIIIZEN.

ALBUQUEIIQUE

PAGE SIX.

WARD IS ROT

"RESIG-HATEDJ-

POLITICS

IG

RIO

CATCHER
DECLARES REOOG CATCHER
PORTERS ARE NOT UP ON
SOCIETY MATTERS.
pursuer of
don

.T. W. Ward, municipal
misguided canines (not
catcher according 10 the published revolt), appeared at the cly hall this
morning lit up a thousand candle
power. He wore a toll silk tile that
would mafce any member of the New
York 400 waste n second and perhaps
a third Rlanoe on, n unit of new
clothes In which creases were conspicuous In the proper place, a "bllert"
shirt, standing collar and a very at-- i
tractive necktie. He smoked a giant
Alfalfa filler.
Ward is enj:iyi:in his honeymoon.
Mis face was wreathed in smiles as ho
received the congratulations of the
city officials. He stand his bride, formerly Lizzie Fields, a domestic employed by the Mandell family, had let
htm come down town to see the boys,
whom he told in strict confidence that
this Is his third venture upon the sea
of matrimony.
"Yo newspapahmen n?vih got dat
right 'bout how me an 'I.iz.e got that
weddin' papah at the court house,"
"Dat story printed In
fco declared.
broken up lankwidge am all wrong. Ye
11
are not posted on de society
dolus'. '
"Mdah Ryers did the ceremonials
an
last night at Mist ah Mandell'Blnclud-laler wui about 150 there in all, wln-la- "
de ones what loked frew de
As want to ay, too, dat Ah
have not resignated mah Job wif de
elty."
1'ne silk tie was the wedding gift
of tie city fire department.
ex-cl- ty

'
A Badly Burned Girl
r hnv man or woman, la Quickly
out of pain IC Bucklen's Arnica Salve
la applied promptly. O. J. Welch of
Tekonsha, Mich., says: "I use it iu
my family for cuts, sores and all
kin injuries, and find it perfect."
Qulkest pile cure known. Best healing aalve made. 25c at all druggists.

OVER

DEEPEST WELL IN COUNTY

III THE

SUNK BY SANTA

PECOS COUNTRY

this
for should thai he ho
vlclnltv will ciTivo much benefit from
the presence of ;i stronn flowing well
In this vlclnltv.
FE

NEXT
BEGIN
WILL
DRILLING
WEEK. WELL TO BE OVER
2,000 FEET DEEP.

Kor the first time In the history or
New Mexico an Injunction was grant- ed enjoining a newspaper man from

Noxl w,v!i wo,; s'nits on the Santa
Interfering with another newspaper ye-- ,),,01, W).u , aimip, says the
puldlcan. The Miilli"! l;i n! drilling out- . iM i
I ant.
K. r. nujae, the well known
n(,p an,i everything Is ready
polltieinn and lawyer of Carlsbad and 1o igln the sinking of what will be
nominee of the democratic party for Mir. rlnnnest well in this county. The
the constitutional convention from Ed delay In starting this work wag caused
dy county, took exception to an editor- by the non arrival of the casing. This
ial in the Carlsbad Argus entitled: "A well is to be at least 2.000 feet deep
rig and a Pup."
and perhaps 2.r)0 feet, depending on
Alt hough
the editorial did not the flow of water.
mention his nnnie, Ilujae went to tliej The well is to be sunk near the
Argus office and compelled W. T. round house and it will take several
Conslder-depend- s
Hnml nu'nnr nf tlin Tiflnnr in eiirn A months to do the drilling.
written statement as to the authorship
on this well. It being
of the article and another paper to understood here that If a laren flow
tne effect that he would neer use ',s struek thesro will be an addition to
ISujacs name In the Argus again tin- - ,hP c.alltin shops built by the compa- der any circumstances.
,.tf Bn.i this will become a more imUnnH in nnvlncr fnf Iha nlnnxl nn
nf Oin Sntl t
I.. . 1,
says n revolver
visible and Z han
iH
he signed the papers, as he was in Vh- - JL
..f an artesian flow
Ho-ma-

'

T,

JJSll

Bf CC ESS

which publishes the Carlsbad Current
a democratic newspaper.
Judge Pope granted the Injunction
restraining Bujac from Interfering
with Reed. The article in the Argus
was written by Judge A. A. Freeman,
dean of the territorial bar and nominee of the republicans for the constitutional convention from Eddy county.
Bujac is wealthy and a southerner.
his last bid for public notice waa

'
iiu

i

Walt'

department .has re
T.o
cinded its oruer auonsning hid pusi
Rio Arriba county.
the office at lllummer,

sum in
Muliiolland

about
In speaking
proposition stated that he is confident that at the depth the Santa Fe
is going to sink, a much greater flow
will be developed than the city well
is now giving. The city well Is something over 1,100 feet deep, and as has
hppn demonstrated within the last
month, pumping failed to make an Im

;

j

,

ln

tne

ASK UNIFORM
TWO-CEN-

FARE
line

wrote the governors of all states, urging them to unite in a movement for
uniform legislation for the 2cent fare
all over the country. In the replies
the governors of eastern states are
indifferent, those of the mountainous
territory in the west are unfavorable
una ino oi me reov. ui iue cuuuirj
favor the plan.
Commissioner Cockrell has outlined
the plans of the Interstate Commerce

kC)a

sand Btone.
It Is nlso reported that If the Santa
Fe well strikes a lIg now anoint r
one will be sunk here by the company,
n io ocrtalnlv to he honed that a big
artesian flow will be struck in the new

Brownwood, Texas, after the race
riots there, saying he would come
down there with a hundred cowboys
and km every negro thereabouts. This
attracted, the attention of President
Roosevelt who wrote a biting letter to
Governor Hagerman of New Mexico,
who In turn wrote a letter to Carlsbad, urging the citizens to hold a meet"
ing repudiating Bujac's utterances. Bujac served with distinction ln the
Spanish-America- n
war.
cmfwyisphrdlcmfwypmwfyp

T

An official of the Pennsylvania

r
imt

strong for statehood

Wo

.

.

.

,

u

,

y

IF JOINT MEASURE FAILS

DELEADMIS-

GATES WILL SEEK

SION OF NEW MEXICO
ALONE.

one-hai-

!

1906.

19,

rio arrIbOepublicahs

-

""-a'1-

OCTOBER

d

MATTERS

Notary Public Appointed.
The following has been Appointed a
notary puldlc In- governor Hagerman:
I. A. (Iraham Itoswell. Chaves county.
The following rostnvasters have
been appointed: .bums 8. Spencer at
Torrance count, and Elizabeth fraycraft at Seama, Valencia
county.
The Canjilon postoflice in Wo Arriba county hns been changed to n
niile west of its
location
former site.
A postoflice has been established at
1'lateu, Kotisevelt county, five nnd
one-nai- f
miles snii hwest of Klldn, nnd
seven mile; northeast of Delphos.
Lewis r. Harvey has been appointed
the postmasti r.
A noRtofthe has been established at
Hunsonburg. Socorro county, Luciano
lafoya as postmaster.
I ne
iin
loiiowniK n.ttt- - uuvii i
MOIIOU POSI Ilia It o . Clara S. H. Halty:
at
'!n",'n
'n,('"ln- 40''"
"""n t Cliff.

-J8?"!
i"t uc.io...
sinklnz a railroad well. Mr.
'.

mm

commlsslon to be to secure:
First,
a uniform system of accounting by the
railroads; second, a uniform system
of classification of freight throughout
ine Tn;-?States; third. a uniform
schedule of rates, fares and charges;
fourth, the performance by the roads
or the entire transportation service
from the plaace where freight is received io the point or destination.

W"M

OFFICIAL
CAPT. BUYAC ENJOINED FROM
INTERFERING WITH A RIVAL
PUBLISHER.

FRIDAY,

Tne republican county

convention

f

of Rio Arriba county held at Tierra
Amarilla, was a large enthusiastic
It nominated delegatfs to the
unanl-iiiousl-

j

I

MIX

conxtitiitional convention snd
adopted this resolution for
their guidance:
"Resolved, That in case the Hamilton staiehood act falls to become operative through the adverse vole ofthe people of either territory ,the sixoelegates elected in New Mexconvention
ico to ihe constitutional
hould assemble to form a constitution
for the state of New Mexico, and ask
of congress immediate admission as a
separate state; and the delegates
elected for Rio Arriba county are earn
estly requested to unite In such ac
tion."
The delegates named were: Thomas
D. Burns. L. Bradford Prince. J. M. C.
Chavez, M. S. Salazar and E. A.
y

li

(?

.

c

V

I

I

ly-sl- x

Ta-que- z.

A strong resolution endorsing Gov.
Hagerman and pledging support In
his measures of reform, was passed.
The following ticket was nominated:
Council, W. O. Sargeant; house, J.
Trujlilo and P. Walters; probate Judge
Juan M. Velasquez; county clerk, F.
D. Luna, Jr.; treasurer, M. A. Gonzales; assessor. P. H. Hill; sheriff,
Marclso Sanchez; school superintend
ent, A. 1). Vargas; commissioners,
Margarito Hargo, M. R. Salazar.
The county will give a large majority to Andrews as delegate.

Shipments are now coming in promptly and we
can fill all orders. We receive
Blue Point from Great South Bay
Selects from Louisiana

in

Standards from Texas

I

15?s-MoV-

THE McVICKERS WILL

POLICE COURT

SOON LEAVE GALLUP
Within a Tew days William McCick-er- , Torments
who has made this part of New

of Tetter and Eczema Allayed.
The intense itching characteristic
of eczema, tetter and like skin dis
eases is Instantly allayed by applying
fliaTviKnrliiln'a Salvo nnd manv R6- vere cases have been permanently
cured by Its use. For sale by all
druggists.

Mexico his home for many years will
leave Gallup with his family for the
the
east to make his home there, says acRepublican.
Mr. McVickers has
cepted a responsible position with a
Pittsburg mining company. In whlcn
his brother is interested. Fro some
time Mr. McVickers has been connected with the Gallup Fuel company, and
COMING EVENTS
was owner in the Union. Mr. McVickers has many friends in Gallup
and McKinley county who will be sorry to lear that he is leaving New MexNovember 6. Mahnra's Minstrels.
ico for good; he has resigned his poNovember 8. My Friend From Ar
sition with the Gallup company and kansas."
will dispose of his property in this city
November 14 The maid and the
.and will Rave for his new liome with- Mummy.
(
week
or
so.
a
in
November 15. Uncle Josh.
2C
Cabin.
Tom's
Uncle
November
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
December 10 The Holy City.
lilds are invited by the undersignDecember 14 King of Triumphs.
ed for the boring or drilling of a well
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
ln Falrview cemetery, as per specifDecember 31 My Wife's Family.
ications, which will be furnished upon
application.
Ask fop JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
O. W. STRONG'S SONS,
BREAD and take no other.
Supts. Falrview Cemetery.

Must Get a Job.
11
The young negro, Green, who was
arrested for alleged complicity in the
skating rink nuisances, must find employment muy pronto or do a stunt at
the business end" of a No. 2 shovel.
In police court this morning Green
was asked why he persisted in frequenting the tent ri,iK after he had
promised not to do so when he was
up for malicious mischief on a previous occasion. He was arrested last
night behind the tent rink ata a late M
hour and lodged In the city Jail. He
had made a threat to "get even" with
the rink management, for causing his
arrest, the police say.
"I'm going to give you ten days at
la Dor on the
streets," said Judge
Crawford, "but I'll suspend the sentence if you will get a job and go to
If you are found idle though
work.
H
you win be taken up immediately.
m
.now find a job and get busy."
Green said he had a job at a local
saloon as porter.

'

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

A. V. TEQRIER

I

;

i

t

j

M

Contractor and Builder

M

Outside Building Orde rs Solicited and Work
Guaranteed

M

First-Clas-

s.

Albuquerque,

References Given

M

M

N. M.
M

Minstrel Gets Sixty Days.
Hardman, a mulatto, was arrested last night on complaint of G.
W. Jacuson, a hardworking old negro.
He wa.- - given sixty days in jail for
vagrancy.
Harnmnn lives by his wits when he
Ho Is
is not otherwise employed.
honieUitn of a singer. A favorite dit-!- y
he serenades with declares "Any

i

I

Will

Rates

i .
Oh! Vlaee 1 Lay
Out Ih Homo,
tfwc.it nonie To Me."
"Tal-my advice nnd hunt another
(lMV.-uwhen you v o, it," was Judge
Crawford's admonition to Hardman,
auer senttneing him.

Kite. iNG, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
1906.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.
Rate $38.05 via Kansas City
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
1906.
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
Rate $19.75 for round trip. Date of sale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1906.
Return limit October 31, 1906.
DENVER, COLO..
NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
NOV.
1906. For above occasion tickets will be sold for one fare
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NERate one and
fare for round
BRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC.
trip. Tickets on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from

bicxxmu.

15-2-

FILES CURED IN b TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding cr Protruding Pile3 ln 6 to 11
days or money refunded. 50c.
COZY

For common beer usually will buy
Schlitz beer, if you ask for it. The purity

w

costs you nothing, yet it costs us more than
half the cost of our brewing.

' ''

Ask

for

Hie

That

Brewery Bottling.

Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
To avoid being imposed upon, sec that the cork or crount is branded

is

16-1-

14-2-

HOME,

The discovery of a new wick prlncl- ciple so effectivo and yet so simple
that it's a wonder no one thought of
it before has so revolutionized the
: manufacture
of oil heaters and lamps
date of sale.
thr.t explosions, onoke and smell,
CITY, MO,
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS
caused by impcrf't-- t wick arrangeNOV.
1906. Rate $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on sale Nov. 17.
ment, muy safely be regarded as
18$19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28. This can be extended until
things of the past.
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit.
This, new wick attachment is to be
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
found on the Perfection Oil
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
DECEMBER
tests show that, although
be sold at rate of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, inclusive.
(he heater gives Intense heat, the wick
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Home
cannot be turned too high or too low
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
absolute safety thus being assur. RURDY, Agent. Albuquerque
ed. One other feature which Is wor- !
thy of mention is the smokeless de- vice which prevents all smoke and
txlnr.
Tne poriaiiiniy or tne neaier
housealso commends it for
hold use. Heater Is very light and can
be carried about. Its simple operaPLEASANTLY 8ITUATED.
tion, usefulness In heating water and
warming cold rooms make it a most
EASY TO REACH.
handy and useful urtlcle in any home.
RELIEVES PAIN.
This heater Is so far superior to other oil beaters, and is of such price
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
that its universal adoption is but a
matter of time.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
The Rayo Lamp, which is made by
CURES I IDNEY AILMENTS.
the manufacturers of the Perfection
Oil Heater, is without doubt the best
CURES DIABETES.
lamp for
household use. Is
equipped with the latest Improved
CURES INDIGESTION.
burner, and gives a bright, steady
light at small cost. Suitable for any
CURES DROPSY.
room, whether library, dining room,
parlor, or bedroom.
The Perfection Oil Heater and the
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIR3T
Rayo Ianip form a combination that
for real home comfort cannot be
CLASS.
equalled. WTien consideration Is taken of the simple operation of both
heater and lamp, their absolute Bare
See Santa Fe Agent for round
ty, the Intense heat generated by the
one, and the briirht and steady light
trip rates, good tor thirty days.
given by the other all without smoke
or smell their value in any home
large or small, can be somewhat ap
preciated. Sold by all good dealers
one-thir-

i
H
r,--i

freedom
Purity means healthfulness
from germs.
It means a clean beer, filtered
and sterilized.
It means an aged beer
aged until it cannot cause biliousness.

I

TRANS-MISSISSIP-

20-2-

Heater-Interestin-

3--

r.

sm999
:'
Faywood

l

what

Schlitz beer

FAYVOOD,
New Mexico

to you.

0000

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Iand Of
flee at Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 22,

St. Michael's College

Vntiro U hArPh irlvpn that William
riunt nr a nnnnnrniip iv. m.. u
Ml ed nntio tt hia l.it.intlnn to make
final commutation proof in support of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
!112 made April 2, 190fi, for the NE

r,

II,

Sootlon

A

I

23,

T.p.

CHRISTIAN'

SANTA FE,

K.

FORTY-EIGHT-

r.Hiti

That Sadc IViiiwauke Famous
CO.,

109-11-

SOUTH

FIRST STREET, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

PHONC, AUTOMATIC,

199 OR 265.

-

1I1JOTJIERS

-

NEW MEXICO

Id

and that said proof will
made before the Probate MerK, at
mquerque. N. M., on November 6.
3

-- IQUOR

Hot

Springs

all-rou-

means

CONSOLIDATED

1

lie names the following witnesses to
hln continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
M. K. Anpell, C. K. Hodln. Charles
P.ine. Mrs. John Hrown, all of AUiU
quoriiue, N. V.
MAN'JIX K- OTKHO.

YEAR

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT

-

HeiT.ster.

H

I

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

19,

&2G.CQ

nomination, calling him to lead the
party, which he knew meant Inevitable defeat. Time after time the republicans had carried the territory
by large majorities, but he was willing to liecotne the lamb of sacrifice If
the party must have one. The speaker only made one reference to slate-hooHe vaid thnt though the native people had been defended by the
rciubllr:iii delegates to enngress, the
eastern senators were not satisfied
that the New Mexicans were capable
of ? vf government and the only way
to
them proof was to send blm
thero. (Absence of applause).
He :'
Kiilii that he would
riot
malt"
nromises to t'ie people other thin tiiat when he returned he
v.oul i
tin in back untarnished
the tniM they had Invested in him.
He would not promise to build any
r.iiii-- id
nor to secure nuy pensions
or cliv buildings.

STOP! LISTEN!
ST

VMfc3aaBhMi!3

A

WARMINQ CLOSET,
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

$29.00
$26.00

GASH

O. EMMONS
J. The
furniture Man
,

BOTH

PJI0X1S

My

merchant tailoring shop Is
over No. 20j West Railroad avenue, where I rollclt the patronage of
the public. AH worlt guaranteed flrst-- c
aa, as I have had fifteen years'

Celebrated Remedies of
L. T. Cooper.

.AND

up-Ma-lr

t

H arness

i

VKZ

Albuaueraue

of

wM.mjj

cooooooocoo

,

PS

Wolff-Wilso-

Globe-Democra-

h

J. A. House, a well known rail rtjCOLD
RECEPTION
conductor of Trinidad, was rob lie
a diamond Mm! valued at $150, a fine
overcoat and 'la in cash on Santa Fi
GIVEN LARRAZOLO
train No. 2, lust as It pulled out of
Raton, N. M., for Trinidad.
Recording to the story of House he AT SILVER CITY WEDNESDAY
NIGHT AND HIS SPEECH WAS
two men and they played cards. One
NOT REMARKABLE.
of them offered, him a drink of whisky
and he accepted. He believes the li- Special Correspondence.
quor was drugged, as he fell asleep
Silver City, N. M., Oct. 18. Iirra-zolo- 's
soon afterwards, and when he awoke
reception here last night was
in Trinidad, his money, overcoat and more of a fiasco than anything else.
diamond were Rone.
Only 200 people gathered
Bell
foreman, for the speaking and at atleast, halld
Joe Thornton, a FecMon
who saw the robbery, told House
Vtt these were women and chilabout it and the pair aliuhted at dren, while another third wore
Trinidad ami began searching for the
republicans, who paid litalleged robbers. They secured the tle heed to the democrat's attack upassistance of the police, and John H. on the republican platform Bnd party
Haley and Ralph Burns were arrested candidates.
and charged with the crime. They
A. N.
"Senator"
White, present
said a third man, whose name they county superintendent of schools, who
refused to divulge, committed the Is candidate fur council, was first intheft.
troduced by Secretary W. B. Walton.
They were hound over to the dis- Mr. Willie's family resides in El Paso.
each,
$700
sum
of
in
court
the
trict
There was nothing remarkable about
and lodged in jail In default of
Mr. White's speech.
Hon. O. A. Iarrazolo. democratic
candidate for delegate to congress.
OFFICERS ELECTED I FOR
Jt C1KTFRN was next Introduced as the man who
DftCUJCI
never did a wrong in his lifetime.
...'
jp.
uu.-,.j, .
IIV ,11J-- ,
ill.
Mr. IarrazoIo's remarks were not
Eastern Railway company held a- the kind
to elicit applause even from
meeting at their office in the Okla- the democrats.
He began by explainhoma block. Roswell, Tuesday night, ing the accident of his nomination.
and fleeted officers for the ensuing How he was In Arizona when he revear as follows: V. T. Wells, presi- ceived a telegram announcing his
dent; R. F. Barnett, first vice president; Dr. G. T. Veal, second vice
president and assistant secretary: K.S. Woodruff, treasurer; C. W. DpFreest, secretary.
It was decided by the directors to
the
establish an office in Roswell forevery
new railroad, and fit it out in
respect as such an office should be
fitted.
A sprcii'J train drawn by two locomotives and containing thirty-on- e
cars loaded with sheep arrived in San
ta Fe at 7:30 o'clock Wednesday
night via the Santa Fe Central railway. The shipment is one ot the
largest this season from the Eatuncia
in
sheep
3,816
valley. There were
by
the train load, which were boughtCity,
Haley & Saunders of Kansas
Mo., from 1. W. Rice & Co., of S'an-leThe sheep wero transferred at
Santa Fe to the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad end left n another special
.1.
P. Lyw?, city
train for Denver.
passenger agent of the Santa Fe Central railway, was in charge of the
FREDERICK C. FAIRBANKS.
shipment from Sianley to Santa Ke. ,
Is it too young for the bridegroom,
Jose Ixipez, aged 5 years, and Eniil-i- o
who is well settled in business life,
jope, aged 3 years, were run
down and killed recently by an en- to be 25 and the bride 20?
gine on the Colorado & Southern
Vice President Fairbanks go thinks,
railroad, near Folsom. They were and that's why
he objected when his
smallThe
looking for a lost horse.
er child evidently caught his foot intry-a son, Frederick Cole Fairbanks, told
him that he Intended to marry pretty
cattle guard and his brother was
ing to assist him when the accident Nellie Scott, daughter of a
occurred.
Pittsburg man whose family moves in
.
who has been the pood but not high society deles of
G. C. Starkweather,
trainmaster at Arkansas City on the the moneybag burg.
Young Fairbanks took
Oklahoma division, has been appointhis girl
ed to the position of general manager across the Ohio line from Pittsburg
of the Denver , Enid & Gulf railroad on the dead q. t., and the couple were
which the Santa Ke has recently pur- married at Steubenville.
The bride is beautiful and an acchased and is operating.
complished musician. She was edutest,
has
engineer
of
F. W. Thomas,
cated In good private schools.
recently returned
to 1 opeka from
ljist fall .Miss Scott was visiting a
on
been
New Mexico, where he has
rriend named Miss Stout in IndianapAt one or tiie many entertainolis.
business for several days.
ments planned in Miss Scott's honor
Mr. Fairbanks was invited and there
SUPERSTITIONS OF
became acquainted with Miss Scott. It
was a case of love at first sight.
Young Fairbanks
graduated from
MEXICAN
Princeton

Rico Hotel and Bar

j
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

one-hal-

j

SCREEN DOORS

one-thir-

VISIT OUR NEW STORE
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Nov Discovery

B. RUPPE
AVE-HU-

AND HIS BRIDE
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Sick Headahe Cured.
Sick headache is caused by derangement of the stomach and by Indigestion.
Chamberlain's
Stomach
and Liver Tablets correct these dis
orders and effect a cure. By taking
these tablets as soon as the first Indication of the disease appears the
attack may be warded off. Get a free
sample and try them. For sale by all
druggists.
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and
wh5te of youth.
pDinik

in your lace ?
you kecptlu-setintIfyou are one of t he wise women who
s

I

II

weary

-

m
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THIRD STREET

Meat Market

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and Jap-a-la408 W. Railroad Avnui

All Kinds of Fresh

and Salt Maka
Steam Sauaage Factory,
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Maaonlo Building, North Third Street,

c.

B. A, SLEYSTER

W. E. M AUGER

WOOL

figgf

R

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerqua
Automatic Telephone. 174.

with Raaoe

t

to

care

L.

Ton a

H. SHOEMAKER
-

Next to Walton's drug store, Sont
Third street.

IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICAN Radiators.

STANDARD

PLUMBING
AND HEATING CO.

M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL EBTA ' K
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
10,
Room
N. T. Armljo Build In

UNDERTAKERS
tad

A. E. WALKER,

MONUMENT!

INSURANCE.

cl

201-21- 1

MRS. FRKI) FAIRBANKS

DRAGOIE

a4

STRONG BLOCK.

Superintendents
Falrrlew
Wants Barbara Cemeteries.

M.

am adi

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
All Klnda of Fresh Meat.
200 North Broadway, corner of Waia
Ington avenue, Albuquerque, N

0. W. Strong's Sons

throughout by the
same amount of coal
ordinarily burned by one
stove.

First 8t.

Dealera In" Groceries, Provisions, Hjf
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigars. Place your order tea
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STRJBbTX

General Repair Shop.
line and gaa atovoa repaired-

of

Mauser.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

1r

several fires. Aud how
strange that people do
so, when modern HOT
WATER or STEAM
systems warm the house

&

Office, 115 North

Furniture packed and crated; gao
A

Hagan's Magnolia Balm
know you look ten veurs younger
ilinn many of your neigLlmis who are
ivully younger than you nre.
ITlo- 7s
Sohl ty ull
f.
we

m U

What

i

use
'

Thos. F. Keleher

INSURANCE,

PLANT
Inside of thirty days the Hondo
company of
Stone Manufacturing
Roswell will have a lare brick niak- hiK machine at that nlace.
It w III
have a capacity of 12,000 bricks every
eight hours, operates under a new
patent, and will make ordinary, press-- .
ed and fine glazed brick of the best
finish. Manager A. L. W. Nilsson has
a contract already for 214,000 brick
for the Fowler Construction company
for building the Texlco National bank
and other buildings there, the price
of the brick lelng $15 per thousand.

Mo

in 1903.

THAT

TO BE HARBORED BY MANY MEXICAN
LABORERS.

It nhRnrliN ihe tumors.
the Iu.'biiiK at eiRc, sots
as a jpoiilucB, (f!vi liiKinnt
lk-fWllliiims'lndlnnl'iloOlnt.
II
m Inotit iminnuriil
11
for 111411,111 liil.
InK of Iho privam purls.
Kverv box I
vurrnntoil. lly driiucistfi, by nuill on re- of nrti-fM centa ami f I.IN). UflftlllMS
6SANUFACTURING
CI.. 1'mp. l.velu" 1. oi.ia
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
I'ilt-H-

ujm

BIG BRICK

...

MIRS

Dr. tVUllimm-IndiunPil- a
( Mntmont will
cure llllnd,
Hlecclliu'
and
.

ROSWELL TO HAVE

...

well-to-d-

CO.,

Dr. King's

FATRRATVK--

fell

W

m

MONEY.

YOUNG

NO. 209 WESTI
RAILROAD
AVENUE,
BAMO.
BINI. PROPRIETOR.

Strut

nrceed to ineir (lemaniis for higher
wskos. But trip tnltiprs had now
grown decluVilly haughty and refused
k to work.
The li'anaglns
CONDUCTOR ON TRAIN
met and issued an edict
no
should ever ri enter the
Imine where the women hnd died. At
SANTA FE OFFICIAL ACCEPTS A this point Montezuma sent another
DRINK, FALLS ASLFEP AND
pang oi men to work In the nine, but
every one that entered perished.
LOSE? DIAMOND AND

.,'

Vehicles

UPSTAIRS, OVER

Has Secured

much-talked--

AND ROBBED

1

TAILORING

:

ON TIME

Corner Coal and Stcond

MERCHANT

BE ANTICIPATED
Local Druggist

PAGE SEVEN.

In the business.
Suit made
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
MADE SENSATION
IN ST. LOUS Injure the cloth.
Indies' garmenti
at Reduced
also cleaned and walking skirts made
o ordpr. Give me a trial.
Prices.
Will AlluKiuerque be affected with
O. BAMBINI.
POME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
the same astonishing demand for 'he
new preparations extolled by I,. T.
BUY A BUGGY.. THAT NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
MONEY.
Cooper, as has visited St. l.ouls and White House Restaurant and
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL
YOU
the leaning cities of the east?
HOW.
GOOD
PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.,
Lodging House
The question is brought forth by the
fact lh.it n local druggist has secured MEALS AT ALL HOURS BAR IN
CONNECTION.
An Awful Cough Cureo.
the agency for the
()
O
No. 209 South Firmt Street.
"Two yeirs aii.i our little girl had preparations that are producing such
Comar Ftrtt
mnri Tll.rm. A is. ...
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
a tou(h of pneumonia, which left her a furor, and about which the newspaMRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.
Willi :m awful cough.
She hRd spells pers of the United States have deof couching, jus: like one with the voted columns.
whooping rough r.nd some thought
In fact a discussion of Cooper's pre- The New York Saloon and
she would not get well at nil. We parations and the unheard of demand
Rooming House
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough for them wherever introduced has apAlbuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Rcnw'dy. which actel like a chr.rm. peared in a greater part of all the
315 South Second Street.
M
0 M aVJ M
She stopped coughing and got stout leading duillcs of the country.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Iron and Brasa CaatlnM; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; tiaftlar
The recently published statement of
and fat," writes Mrs. Ora Bussard,
Pulleya, Grade Bara, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa rroita !
Drug One Block From Depot and Two
Brubiltrr. 111. This remedy Is for the manager of the
,
Blocks From Pottoffice.
Buildings.
Co., of St. Ixiuls, which appeared In
sale by a druggists.
'
P. 2ITO, Proprietor,
t
Rmpmlrm en Mining mid Mill Machinery m Mpeefltp
the
and
f that city, would seem to indicate
foundry east aide ot railroad track.
Sole Owne- - of Faywood Hot Springs,
Alaaqaaraaa, n. at
T. C. McDermutt, Lie genial man- - 'hat w ith no exception these prepara-age- r
of the Faywood hot springs re-- Hons produced tho same results in all
sort. In Grant county, and owner of sections, regardless of what pressure
No. 111 North First Street
one-haInterest in tlie property, has 's brought to bear against the
DINELLI 6 LENCIONI,
Proprietor.
ciius.
f
purchased the other
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
His statement is as follows:
interest of his blusiness associate,
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Henry Fay. a wealthy lumberman of
"This talk about St. Louis going
Put Up for Traveler.
Wisconsin and Iowa and is now sole mad over Mr. Cooper Is absurd. If
Gt ntral Betiding SoppHes
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
owner of that Justly famed resort. The his preparations did not do all that is
hot springs at Faywood Is one of the claimed for them there would be no
most wonderful natural phenomena In demand.
nothing
Mr. Cooper has
PIONEER BAHCBY
the west and Is celebrated for its efti-- ! whatever to do with It.
Both Phones
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor
Third and Maxqucttt
cacy In rheumatism and kidney and
"The idea that his personality has
(Successor to Balling Rros.)
liver troubles and has many cures of something to do with the sale of his
these complaints to its credit. The medicines, and that the people of this WEDDING CAKES A SPlT'lAlTY.
property at tne springs consists of a city only imagine they have been benlarge and modern hotel with ncrommo- - efited Is too
to be seriously
We desire patronage aid
guardations for 100 guests, ,n finely equip--1 considered."
antee first class b.mir.
'"One physician says the people 207 South First Street.
lied bath house, stables, etc.
iquerque.
212 NORTH SECOND STtEZT
have a disease called 'Cooper-mania- .'
"
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
This may be clever, but it certainly is
Blood Poisoning
WITH
THE
LATEST
results from chronio constipa'ion, not ,rueL.
STYLES
W.
&
ON THE MARKET OF
TRIMBLE
CO.
whicli is quickly cured by Dr. King's
"' nave 80,(1 'hese preparations on
New Life Pills. They remove all ,r,al ever Blnre Mr- - C"Pr niade my LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSCarriages, Buggies,
headquarters.
Any one can
poisonous germs from the system and titoro
FER. STABLES.
Roundabouts.
Etc.
Infuse new life and vigor: "cure sour rwelve whatevrr they pay for the Horses and Mules Bought and Exstomach, nausea, headache dlizlness ' ,)rpparntlon8 lnslan,y jf 'hey are not
changed.
Harness & Saddles,
and colic, without griping or dis'com- - M,'l?nf
I! the peopIe are lnfatuated BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
foit.
,CoP?r' MJ. claIne. ano" Second Street, between Railroad and
Guaranteed by all
r'
therefore buy
medicines, why don't
glsta
Copper Avenue.
they come and ask for their money
j after they
have taken them? Out of
he thousands of liottles we have sold
KESANDWCMEB.
most none have been returned.
u
"As a matter of faot.' St. Louis is no
- ... .. i nation..
WWtotrtd
n
tMt
AND CURE
mrteiu
LUNGS
wi ill UCOD
ALBUQUKRQUm. MKW MKXICO
PmiiiM, and no; Mtnp- preparations.
Mr. Cooper
Before
.
.
.
Cent nr twit.
WITH
ciwNJun.o .bpw hold h
uruggisis lurouguoui me
In pi. in wrapper I"""'
r&Q
tor east telling mo that wherever he goes
Preparations are sold almost to
VH
!nl
WE FILL
exclusion of all others.
c
0NSUMPTI0N
Prtea
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
these medicines have been introduced
OUGHSand
B0oft$l.00
has ha the same xperience as St.
203 WEST RAILROAD
E
OLDS
Frea Trial.
Louis.
This ought to be proof post- At Consistent
NEXT 10 BANK OF
Surest and Quickest Ours for all
Prices
COMMERCE.
THROAT and LUNG TROUBIn the light of this statement it will
BACK.
LES, or MONEY
lie interesting to see how these preparations are received in Albuquerque.

RANGE WITH

FIVE-HOL-

CITIZEN.

SENSATION MAY

d.

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE

EVENING

N. Second St., Bota pkenaa.
i

.

Secretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at 217 West
avenue.

Uk

Knms

IS CLAIMED

The Mexican who works in mines
lias a pronounced aversion to working
In a mine that has been entered by a
woman, says the Tombstone

;ef tor.

His in judice iiniounts almost to a
fiinersiitHiii. it is so strong that on
one occjsimi. some years ago. it nearly raided one of thf biggest mines in
Mexico to go out of business. The wife
of die American superintendent was
allowed to enter and
the mine,
but every miner quit work, and it was
wim much ditliculiy that the fellows
were induced to return. It was explained to them that the rule did not
apply to American women. he niinei
were not v. ry easily cunviiic ;l of thai
however, and rumors are to ihe effect
lh?t sotr.e of the argument used in
geiting them to j et inn to ihe min
was more prartical than that laid
down In the text hooks on logic.
The superstition is explained by one
student of Mexican antiquities as a
result oi what was the first labor
strike that ever occurred in a mine on
ins-pe-

1

the American continent.

This strike

took place during the reign of Montezuma III. and affected one of the districts which furnished a large portion
of the gold and silver fur the royal
treasure chest. MnuHzunia sent an
outfit of women to replace the mal

contents.
Of course the feminine sr.! 'is did not
achieve great success, and tilt miners
Knew it; tiu tiny were not satisfied
ill tbe knowledge that tlbusiness
was being carried on at a loss. They
sought to further avenge themselves
on the insu'i and caused a pin of the
roof of the mine to cave in on the
women, causing most of them to per-isThis was a great victory for the
strikers, and Montezuma decided to
:
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MII.ES

SOUTH

K, X. M., AT

OK Al.lil'Ol'KH-Q- t

THE JUNCTION OK THE .U1N
LINE OK THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
I.EADIXfl
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
CITY. GALVESTON AND TOINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO.
1.03 ANGELES. AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
FA?Q AND TEXAS,
l.OnO BUalNE?!? AN'U RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
Ull FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 'i'l FEET '!DE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND I'UPLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE
TREES; PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING IM.0OU: CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A FOPUI-ATIOOF 1.500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE
THE HELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY

IT.d

BARRELS

DAILY;

LARGE

WINERY: THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BELEN' IS THE LARGEST ShlPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE. BEANS AND HAY
!N CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
TiJL' NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

om
oe otoooeoeotoioaocoaoa
lototct 5f,sooeooaoooo
!

COM E

TO BELEN, N.

Future Railroad Metropolis
Located on Belen

Cut-of- f

I

of New Mexico

of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

u

oca HHHRHHMHHMHMHMMiaWHHHHHHaMHHH

P.6S.

WM. M. BERGER,

V

u
n
n

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.

n

a

u
n

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEI
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,

ft

u
nx
n

S,

Im-

a

OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT:
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
OUR

PRICES

ONE-THIR-

D

S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, Wi l li 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHH BECKER,

aH

9S9C9
Kaotoatotoooatoat
A Railway Center

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

Sac'y.
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resided at EI l'aw and lately in
Arizona. Mr. Warman, who is a
alntr and paper hanger, will engage In business here, but has not
determined whnt It '"l be yet.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
1
Charles N. (Jeiich. connected with
the Chas .el ;cr Hotel and bar at
i:i Pao, arrived here last night after
If pending a poind at Jemez Springs
We are prepared to supne was mijiuuk
.1
H. Koch of El Paso Texas, is tor rneuniiitir-314 WEST RAlLROADAYt
8
ply the music trade of
hernia witTi AH unueiqup friends on
registered at the Sturges.
this morning and
.John H. Marshall, representing the Kallnmd avenuebenefitted by tne treatthis city and the territor- Denver Type Foundry company, is In stated lie wns
ment. He will return to El Paso toTHAT'S WHAT IT PRACTICALLY AMOUNTS TO.
REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY OUR SHOES
the city.
ies of New Mexico and
night.
The first masquerade hall of the sea- SUMMER WE SOLD OUT OUR ENTIRE LINE
LAST
Sehloss
Hothenl.urg
and
At the
nnn will lie elven at Casino tomor
Arizona. May we not
avenue last
Railroad
cigar
on
store
OF BOYS' AND YOUTHS' SUITS, PREPARATORY TO
row tveninst.
right C. t Seenmller, collector for the
STYLE First, last and all the time Is the most prominent feature In
with
your
favored
market on south Secmeat
be
l
arr's
ENLARGING THE DEPARTMENT AND THE BUYING
liirkvllle Coal Yards won first ctioice
our shoes. They have the snapind finish to make your feet took
ond street Is receiving the attention
the ralfle for the Hoson terrier
patronage?
kalsomlncrs.
A BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE STOCK
OF
and
painters
of
puppies thai Imve been exhibited in
dainty and single you out as well dressed.
has returned the fhow window of the place for
Dr. J. D. Shadrseh
FROM A NEW YORK HOUSE.
Respectfully Yours,
from San Antonio where he has been some time past. Fred Otero won
fitting
37.
place,
your
close
In
in
brought
heel
to
hold
ankle
He
quail.
shooting
FIT Snug around the
second choice. Dr. Ervln and J. (.
over the instep and under the arch to properly support and rest the
A blind man, lend by a dog. anil sill- Sutherland w r the Judges and the
&
The Entire New Line is now on sale and emwinners were n;uned after a snort
ing shoe string Is one of the attracfoot, roomy enough for the toes without any surplus leather to form
avenue
these
drawing.
Railroad
of
features
tive
till
unsightly wrinkles. No breaking In required. Easy from the start
days.
braces the choicest goods which could be
The wiivember issue of the Burr-Mc206 West Gold Avenue
they are worn out.
and children, ntosh monthly will contain fifteen
Mrs. .!. H. O'Kielly
Kansas lages ot P proiiucen an studies ana a
purchased in New York City
who have txen visiting l
findings, put together
City, returned to Albuquerque lat story of the Harvest dance at San DoQUALITY
Solid leather and
Albuquer
Moon
of
E.
Karl
by
mingo
night.
skilled workmen make our shoes wear and hold their shape.
que. The cover design, "junnua, h'
Hon. Solomon Luna, who was in
PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE
aguna girl, h one of Mr. Moon s best
Santa Fe on political matters, returnMr.
in
be
colors.
It
will
clone
de-efforts.
:
DISPLAY OF BOYS' RUSSIAN SUITS WITH KNICKPRICE In our own Inierest is Invariably the lowest consistent with
ed to the city last night on the
&
HS
Moon has served many of the higher
layed No. 1 passenger train.
good quality. We not only want to hold, but we want to Increase our
PRICES
ERBOCKER TROUSERS AGES 6 TO 16.
clns3 magazines with similar material
Wholoaalo and Rotall
J. N. Sitter, an evaugelist, wuo was and Is rapidly earning a reputation for
trade.
sln-- j
RANGE
FROM
TO
$4.50
$8.00.
convert
to
the
trying
at Santa Fe
his clever dellniatlon of tne American
ners of that town, is now In this city, Indian with pen and camera.
SUITS,
BOYS'
meetings.
$2.75
open
$1.00
to
and will hold
Shoes for Boya and Girls
$6.50
opening and art exhibit given Best American Block
The
TO
$3.50
$7.00.
1.50 to 5.00
Regular services at Temple Albert iy Mrs. N. Haiicm at her residence, 218 Hard Nut Coal
shoH and SliDoera for Women
8.50
this evening at 7:4a. "Evanascent Lead avenue
to 4.00
arternoon
S.50
Thursday
Larger
Shoe, and Bliooers for Men
8izes
YOUTHS'
SUITS, 14 TO 20 YEARS, $8.00
Piety" will be the subject of Dr. Kap- end evening was a success. Prof. Dl Domestic Gas Coke
6.00
$27.00.
TO
lan's lecture. Everybody Is welcome. Mauro, assisted by Mrs, W. S. Seigier, Green Mill Wood, per load
$2.25
7 7K
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Boylan, of 1045 rendered charming music In tne rm.. Mill Ain4 maw niri
street,
en
been
Eighth
have
evening
part
Mrs.
of the
North
and
per ioaa
j.w
earlier
Factory
biocks,
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
tertaining Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Smalley Lillian Robins delighted In the even
Kindling
Wood
and
Stove
Brandsville
Also
Native
Jewel,
daughter.
of
In
music
producing
ing
with her skill
and
In All Sizes.
Mo.
of a classical order. One particular
purchased at F. F. Trotter's
vVhen
A. N. Pratt, of Carlsbad, left last attractive feature of the opening was
Auto. 416
grocery store, are sure to bring the night for his home by way of El Paso. the picture painted in oils. "Land or Phones Black, 280
Avenue Clothier
at the Midnight Sun," taken from the
right flavor to all dishes Into which Mr. Pratt lias been In attendance
for
especially
painted
Lodge nook "Thelnia,"
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
they enter. This Is because we A- the meetings of the Grand
BREAD and take no other.
the occasion.
here.
lways procure toe best manufactured.
Dr. John Roger Haynes of Park
IN ORDFR TO GET THE BEST
e find out first what brands are re- view. N. M..
of Perfecto
MONEY, SKILL AND EXPER
liable and personally guarantee them. Armijo, candidate on the people's tic THAT
IENCE CAN PRODUCE, WHEN YOU
and
Is
on
business
sheriff,
here
ket for
MAKE
BUY TEAS, YOU SHOULD
art
pleasure.
YOUR SELECTION FROM CHASE A
Mrs. Robert Dross, wife of the busl
SANBORN'S PACKAGE TEAS. SOLD
ness manager of the Industrial Ad- ONLY BY A. J. MALOY.
vertiser, is expected to return tonight
from her. visit to San Francisco reia WANTED A nurse girl at the resi
dence of M. Mandell, 510 West Ti
jsos. 118 and 120 South Second street. tlvfs and friends.
115-11- 7
Jeras avenue.
E. A. Cahoon. of Roswell, past grand
commander of the Knights of Tempi 3 r
Between Railroad and Copptr Ave.
BALDWIN,
AN
PROF. HARRY
left last night for his home. He will AERONAUT OF NATIONAL REPU
travel via the Santa Fe Central nnd TATION, WILL GIVE A GRAND BAL
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
the Automobile route.
PARA
AND
LOON ASCENSION
COOKING
AND
HEATING
1
E. M. Eddy, of Weldon, lovtn. ar-- I CHUTE JUMP AT TRACTION PARK
I
History
me Greatest Fair Has Passed Into
rived In Albuquerque yesterdoy and SUNDAY AFTERNOON. ADMISSION
on
left last night for Ias Cruces
ADULTS 25 CENTS; CHILDREN 15
many
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found
business trip. Mr. Eddv was formerly CENTS. GRAND STAND SEATS ABWith Reservoir and
make
In
to
order
of
dispose
to
wish
we
bargains,
which
ARTICLES
choice
a resident of Denting, N. M.
SOLUTELY FREE
Warming Oven
STERLING
WATCHES,
JEWELRY,
of
room for the finest stock
C. T. Brown, of Soccorro, who has
good
people
to
the
ever
offered
ETC,
GLASS,
CHINA,
YOU WILL HAVE A GOOD TIME
SILVER, CUT
been In Chihuahua, Mexleo, during
YOU ATTEND
THE GRAND
of Albuquerque.
IN
ABUNDANCE
the past ten days Inspecting mining
A URGE ASSOSTMEM
properties for eastern capitalists, has MASQUE BALL AT THE CASINO,
Hickox-Maynar- d
20,
OCTOBER
ATURDAY NIGHT,
returned to his Socorro home.
BEST GIRL IS EXPECTING
8
Amado Chaves, formerly assistant YOUR
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
territorial school superintendent, was YOU TO TAKE HER.
here yesterday on business. In a few
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
ntf In Your Wmtchm for Ropalra
days, Mr. Chaves wlll'removw ins 12Vfec
can of pork and lans. ..... 10c
family from Santa Fe to this city.
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
2:c
cans of mustard sardines
Miss Irma Tascher, daughter of the
25c
pkgs oi Force
late Dr. John Tascher, and slater of ew pkg cleaned currents
10c
ij. Ralph. Tascher, formerly of Al-- I 12V&C can of oysters
10c
buquerque. Is in the city as a guest of
2oc
cans of clams
Mrs. R. D. Stevenson and Miss Bessie 8 bars of high grade laundry soap 25c
Baldrldge.
25c
cans of deviled ham
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Edwards, who 12c csn of Jam..
ltic
j were back in Kansas visiting relatives
1'wo 10- -. cent pkgs of cold water
.
on.l frlunrla am in fhta jtltw fnv n fw
15c
starch
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
p5 days beiore continuing to their home
.arge pkg of oat flakes
25c
08c
at National City, Cal. They formerly Macaroni, per pkg
Try our fancy creamery butter. It
resided here.
Companies E and O, National Guard
the btst that can be produced.
of Albuquerque, will report at the
MAZE.
TH
Armory on Sunday morning at 8:30
SBEEEaEEEXSSEBSH
Wm. KIEKE, Proprietor.
o'clock. From there they will march
to the rifle range east of the city for
ADVERTISES
THE LION STORE
rifle practice.
THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
TWO HOURS OF MONEY SAVING
The New Mexican Bays: Mrs. V. FEROCITY FOR SATURDAY EVEN
HARDWARE.
H. Hahn and little daughter, of Al- ING FROM 7 TO 9 O'CLOCK.
READ
Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
buquerque, are in the city on a visit ADV. IN THIS ISSUE.
to Mrs. F. IJ. Nutting, daughter of
Mr. Hahn. They expect to remain
Shoe polishes, the kind that not only
Round Oak, National and
SADDLES
,
Improve the looks of your shoes but
until Sunday or Monday.
Ij. B. Miller, the contracting painter makes them wear longer. I.aces for
Healing Stoves.
CHINA
and Miss McCreedy, principal of the high or low shoes, shoe brushes and
Old Albuquerque schools, were mar daubers, cork, leather or electric In
'
GLASSWARE
ried Wednesday night in the presence soles, Lamb Wool slipper soles for
COAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC
of a few witnesses. The couple are in men, women and children at C. May s
receipt of congratulations from their shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
PLUMBING
many friends.
You need a pair of our Comfort
The New Mexican says: M. C. Or slippers In order to enjoy your even
TINNING
tiz, of Albuquerque, is a visitor in the liiK8 at home to their fullest extent.
capital, naving arrived on me oe Kid or felt uppers In red, black, green
lated train 4his afternoon from the or brown, with fur trimmings or
Duke City. Mr. Ortiz Is e'lialf-broth- All sizes for men., women and
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
er of Hon. B. M. Read, and republl plain.
GOc to
run
from
Prices
children.
can candiduto for the legislature from $1.60. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
Winchester Arms and Ammunition,
Agents:
PLUMBERS AND
OOC - WAM - JAOK
Mernallllo county.
Hercules Powder and llljb Explosives.
Railroad avenue.
West
TINNERS
Last Tuesday. William Horabin. of
FOUN'D A bunch of keys. At Citlv.en
the trading firm of McGaffey-Horabloffice.
at Thoreau, was operated on for ap
New Mexico
117. South rirmt
1t3.40 tie.
pendicltis. He was taken to tbe St
1, 40S, North rirttstroot
DANCE1 DANCEII DANCE!!! AT
Joseph's sanitarium, and reports reach'
EVERY
SATUR
ed this office this morning that be is COLOMBO HALL
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
getting along nicely and will be up DAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS,
LADIES FREE.
and around in a few days
Dr. W. A. Skinner, of this city, who
You will need a pair of rubbers
tickets bought, sold; Highland Rooming House
is connected with the bureau of ant some of these days and w want you
HIGHLAND LIVER
'
;mal Industry in New Mexico, was in to remember that we have a full line THE
:
BAM BROOK BROB., Prop.
'
M. E. HEIMDL, Prop.
THE
Santa Fe Wednesday afternoon from of Bizes for men, women and children.
morning Relhble quality and reasonable prices. LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
Chama. nnd left yesterday
ACROSS
Transactions
THE RAILROAD
JUST
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
tor Stanley and other points on tb ('. May's shoe store, 314 West Iiall- and
R. R. AVE.
ON
TRACKS
Cuaranfd
EAST
parties
mountain
"Sadie"
for
The
is
railway.
FeHe
Central
Santa
road avenue.
at special tates on week days.
kept busy these days inspecting slier
Avs.
II8W.R.R,
No. 112 John St ROSEKFIEID'S,
New Building, New Furniture, Steam
shipped out of tbe territory,
CASH PAID FOR LARGE AND Auto phons 604.
RAILROAD AVE.
Heat and Everything Connected
SMALL GRAIN SACKS.
E. W. FEE,
The Wurman family have move
HOME-MADFEE'S PEERLESS
602 604 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
With the Place Brand New.
524
Secoll
BEER
North
at
ROOT
the
into
house
COLD
Clocks,
Silverware,
GOOD
Glass,
Jewelry,
Watches,
We
Cut
invite
FEE'S
Diamonds,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
CANDIES.
At
make
to
decided
BY DAY, WErK OR MONTH
and
have
street
ROOMS
STORE.
DRUG
WALTON'S
AT
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
DANCEl DANCE!
DANCEII! AT STORE.
buquerque their home. They formerly

LOCAL AND

em

A BRAN NEW

PERSONAL

j

Boys' Clothing Store

i

Lindemann

Learnard

-

first-clas-

s

H. HAHN

CO.

j

Coal and Coke

DOUBLE-BREASTE-

The Railroad

son-in-la-

kit

SIM

It Will Pay You to Trade With

F. F. TROTTER

NORTH FIRST STREET

Oc &

5C,

STEEL RANGES

50

STOVES

SI8.00 and

Co.

The

up

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

ss&

GO.

SOS

0

ft

HARNESS

Peninsular

9

0

WHITNEY COMPANY,

n,

ALBUOUERQUE

HARDWARE

tret

GO.

00

Albuquerque,

$$

Diamond

Palace

R.R

M.

-

E

'

1

COLOMBO HALL
SATUREVERY
DAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS,
LADIES FREE.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREA!

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
516 WEST RAILROAD.
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR $1
PER WEEK.
M

X

Residence, 709

West

Avenue. Apply mornings on
premises, or to Mrs. Dr. John F,
Pearce, 718 West Railroad avenue.

Gold

We have just received a complete line
of Sweaters for men and boys, including
white and fancy colors.
All prices from $1.00 up.
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

4

&

AH ARAN,

FOR RENT

DANCE! DANCE!! DANCE!!! AT
SATURCOLOMBO HALL
EVERY
DAY NIGHT. ADMISSION 50 CENTS,
LADIES FREE.

SOLOMON

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

fe'-'F.

.

'liilMn'iiiiii

f.i-mV- i

Tlie Woman's Exchange Is the only
place in the city, where you can ald
ways buy
goods. Try our
Ides baked on paprus pie plates. Wo4- - man's Exchange, 401 West Hallroad
avenue.

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Mansgtr'

For the
Best Line of

x!0B?s
ha,'1--

LUNA.

.

home-cooke-

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

AT

4
4--

WHY PLANT THE SEED VARIETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
APPLE" ORCHARD
"SEE9LESS
N. W. ALGER,
AT SMALL COST?
12'. SOUTH WALTER STREET.
.
o
DANCE! DANCE ! I DANCE!!! AT
PATUR-EVERY
COLOMBO HALL
AY NIGHT. ADMISSION
60 CZNTS,
LADIES FREE

;::vp

in Albuquerque
See Ours

SWclMTOSH HARDWARE CO.

